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Abstract
We prove that given any strong, stable derivator and a t-structure on its base
triangulated category D, the t-structure canonically lifts to all the (coherent) diagram
categories and each incoherent diagram in the heart uniquely lifts to a coherent one.
We use this to show that the t-structure being compactly generated implies that the
coaisle is closed under directed homotopy colimit which in turns implies that the
heart is an (Ab.5) Abelian category. If, moreover, D is a well generated algebraic
or topological triangulated category, then the heart of any accessibly embedded (in
particular, compactly generated) t-structure has a generator. As a consequence, it
follows that the heart of any compactly generated t-structure of a well generated
algebraic or topological triangulated category is a Grothendieck category.
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1 Introduction
t-Structures in triangulated categories were introduced by Beilinson, Bernstein and Deligne
[BBD82] in their study of perverse sheaves on an algebraic or analytic variety. A t-structure
in a triangulated category D is a pair of full subcategories satisfying a suitable set of axioms
(see the precise definition in the next section) which guarantees that their intersection is
an Abelian category H, called the heart of the t-structure. One then naturally defines a
cohomological functor
H : D Ñ H,
a fact which allows to develop an intrinsic (co)homology theory, where the homology
“spaces” are again objects of D itself. t-Structures have been used in many branches of
Mathematics, with special impact in Algebraic Geometry, Algebraic Topology and Repre-
sentation Theory of Algebras.
Given a t-structure on a triangulated category D, and considering the induced Abelian
category H, a natural problem consists in finding necessary and sufficient conditions on
the t-structure and on the ambient category for the heart to be a “nice” Abelian cate-
gory. When our triangulated category has (co)products, the category H is known to be
(co)complete (see [PS15, Prop. 3.2]) and, using the classical hierarchy of Abelian categories
due to Grothendieck [Gro57], the natural question is the following:
Question 1. When is the heart H a Grothendieck category?
As one might expect, the real issue is to prove that H has exact directed colimits.
In this respect, we encounter a phenomenon which seems invisible to the triangulated
category D alone, namely directed homotopy colimits and the question on whether H is
closed under these. To work with homotopy colimits, we need a certain enhancement of
D and we choose Grothendieck derivators, as this is in some sense the minimal homotopy
theoretic framework where a well-behaved calculus of homotopy (co)limits is available.
This said, we are immediately led to the second main problem of the paper:
Question 2. How do t-structures interact with strong stable Grothendieck derivators?
The study of Question 1 has a long tradition in algebra. In its initial steps, the
focus was almost exclusively put on the case of the so-called Happel-Reiten-Smalø t-
structures introduced in [HRS96] and treated considerably more generally in [BvdB03,
Section 5.4]. These are t-structures on a derived category DpGq of an abelian category
G induced by a torsion pair in G. The study of conditions for the heart of the Happel-
Reiten-Smalø t-structure on DpGq, for a Grothendieck or module category G, to be again
a Grothendieck or a module category, has received a lot of attention in recent years (see
[HKM02,CGM07,CMT11,MT12,PS15,PS16a] and [CˇSˇ17]). Let us remark that the first
named author with C. Parra [PS15, PS16a] gave a complete answer to Question 1 in
this particular case: the heart of the Happel-Reiten-Smalø t-structure tτ , associated to a
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torsion pair τ “ pT ,Fq in a Grothendieck category G, is again a Grothendieck category
if, and only if the torsion-free class F is closed under taking directed colimits in G.
When more general t-structures than those induced by torsion pairs are considered,
the answers to Question 1 are more scarce and are often inspired in one or other way by
tilting theory. In a sense, the classical derived Morita theorems of Rickard [Ric91] (for
the bounded setting) and Keller [Kel94a] (for the unbounded one) can be seen as the
first examples where an answer to the problem is given. Namely, if A and B are ordi-
nary algebras and BTA is a two-sided tilting complex (see [Ric91]), then the triangulated
equivalence ´ bLB T : DpBq
–
Ñ DpAq takes the canonical t-structure pDď0pBq,Dě0pBqq
to the pair pTKą0 , TKă0q, which is then a t-structure in DpAq, whose heart is equiv-
alent to Mod-B. This includes the case of a classical (n-)tilting module in the sense
of [Miy86]. The dual of a (not necessarily classical) (n-)tilting A-module is that of
a (big) (n-)cotilting A-module Q, in which case the second named author proved that
pKă0Q,Ką0 Qq is a t-structure in DpAq whose heart is a Grothendieck category (see [Sˇt’o14,
Thm. 6.2]). These two results have recently been extended to include all silting sets of
compact objects and all pure-injective cosilting sets in a compactly generated triangu-
lated category (see [NSZ15, Prop. 4.2], also for the used terminology). Results saying
that cosilting t-structures have Grothendieck hearts under appropriate assumptions also
include [AHMV16, Thm. 3.6] and [MV17, Prop. 3.10], whereas conditions under which the
t-structure pTKą0 , TKă0q obtained from a non-classical tilting module T has a Grothendieck
heart were given in [Baz16].
A common feature of the results in [Sˇt’o14,NSZ15,AHMV16,MV17] is that the heart
is proved to be a Grothendieck category rather indirectly, using the pure-injectivity of
certain cotilting or cosilting objects and ideas from model theory of modules.
Last but not least, there is a family of results which provides evidence that t-structures
generated by a set of compact objects should under all reasonable circumstances have
Grothendieck hearts. Briefly summarizing, [PS17, Thm. 4.10] establishes this result for
any compactly generated t-structure in the derived category DpRq of a commutative ring
R which is given by a left bounded filtration by supports, [AHMV16, Coro. 4.10] gives
the same result for any non-degenerate compactly generated t-structure in an algebraic
compactly generated triangulated category, and finally Bondarko establishes such a result
in [Bon17, Theorem 5.4.2] for practically all triangulated categories which one encounters
in practice.
Our approach here is rather different from the ones above and, in some sense, much
more direct. It is more in the spirit of Lurie’s [Lur06, Remark 1.3.5.23], where a criterion
for a t-structure to have a Grothendieck heart is given in the language of 8-categories.
Our aim is to reach the corresponding criterion for exactness of directed colimits in the
heart faster and in a way hopefully more accessible to the readers concerned with the
representation theory of associative algebras and related fields.
To outline our strategy, consider a t-structure t “ pU ,ΣVq on a triangulated category
D with coproducts and let H “ U X ΣV be the heart of t. Then we have the following
well-known chain of implications:
t is compactly ùñ V is closed ùñ H has exact
generated under coproducts coproducts.
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However, V being closed under coproducts is not enough to have exact directed colimits
in H. This follows from the main results of [PS15,PS16a] (see also Example 6.2 below).
What we need instead is a stronger condition that V be closed under directed homotopy
colimits. For instance in the case of the derived category D “ DpGq of a Grothendieck
category G, the homotopy colimit is simply the total left derived functor
HocolimI “ LcolimI : DpG
Iq Ñ DpGq
of the usual colimit functor colimI : G
I Ñ G. The problem is, of course, that albeit there
always exists a canonical comparison functor DpGIq Ñ DpGqI , it is typically far from
being an equivalence.
At this point, the language of derivators naturally enters the scene since, when M is
a cofibrantly generated model category with W as class of weak equivalences, the functor
category MI admits a cofibrantly generated model structure, with weak equivalences
calculated level-wise, for each small category I, and the assignment I ÞÑ DpIq :“ HopMIq
gives a well-defined derivator, which is stable provided M is a stable model category. In
this case, which includes the situation of DpGq which is the homotopy category of a model
structure on ChpGq, we have that DpIq is a triangulated category for each I. In fact, by a
result of Cisinski (see [Cis03]), we even get a strong stable derivator, i.e. a 2-functor
D : Catop Ñ CAT
which satisfies certain axioms, where Cat is the 2-category of small categories and CAT
is the 2-“category” of all categories. The axioms in particular imply that the natural
range of this 2-functor is in fact naturally the 2-“category” of all triangulated categories.
A prototypical example is precisely the assignment D : I ÞÑ DpGIq for a Grothendieck
category G.
Hence, throughout the paper, we fix such a strong and stable derivator D. We further
denote by 1 the one-point category with the identity morphism only, and we denote by
D :“ Dp1q the base category of D. One usually views D as an enhancement of the
triangulated category D, which is in some sense the minimalistic enhancement which allows
for a well-behaved calculus of homotopy (co)limits or, more generally, homotopy Kan
extensions (see [Gro13]). More precisely, a homotopy colimit functor HocolimI : DpIq Ñ
Dp1q is simply a left adjoint to DpptIq : Dp1q Ñ DpIq, where ptI is the unique functor
I Ñ 1 in Cat. This existence of the adjoint is ensured by the axioms for derivators and it
is consistent with our previous definition of HocolimI as the total left derived functor of
colimI .
The advantage of derivators is that we now can give it a precise meaning to what it
means that V is closed under directed homotopy colimits, but on the other hand we now
fully hit Question 2. We started with a t-structure t “ pU ,ΣVq in the base category
Dp1q, and it is a natural question whether this t-structure lifts to the other triangulated
categories DpIq, I P Cat. Even if it does, what we are really concerned with is the relation
between the heart in DpIq and the I-shaped diagrams in the heart of Dp1q. Luckily, both
these problems have a very straightforward solution and a proof of the following theorem
will be given in Section 4:
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Theorem A. Suppose that D : Catop Ñ CAT is a strong stable derivator and t “ pU ,ΣVq
is a t-structure on Dp1q. If we let
UI :“ tX P DpIq : Xi P U , @i P Iu,
VI :“ tX P DpIq : Xi P V, @i P Iu,
then tI :“ pUI ,ΣVIq is a t-structure on DpIq. Furthermore, the diagram functor
diaI : DpIq Ñ Dp1q
I
induces an equivalence HI – H
I between the heart HI of tI and the category H
I of
diagrams of shape I in the heart of t.
Now we can state our main answer to the part of Question 1 which is concerned with
the exactness of directed colimits in the heart of a t-structure. This result will be proved
in Section 5.
Theorem B. Let D : Catop Ñ CAT be a strong stable derivator and let t “ pU ,ΣVq be a
t-structure on Dp1q. Then we have the implications:
t is compactly ùñ V is closed under ùñ H has exact
generated directed homotopy colimits directed colimits.
What remains is to give a criterion for the heart to have a generator. As it turns out,
this is, unlike the (Ab.5) condition, a problem of mostly a technical nature. For most
triangulated categories (or derivators) and t-structures arising in practice, the answer is
affirmative. This will be treated in Section 7.
Theorem C. Let pC,W,B,Fq be a stable combinatorial model category, D “ HopCq the
triangulated homotopy category and t “ pU ,ΣVq a λ-accessibly embedded t-structure on D
for some infinite regular cardinal λ. (The assumptions hold for example if D is a well-
generated algebraic or topological triangulated category and the t-structure is generated by
a small set of objects.)
Then the heart H “ U X ΣV of t has a generator. If, in particular, t is homotopically
smashing (equivalently, λ “ ℵ0), then H is a Grothendieck category.
As an immediate consequence, we obtain the following corollary which provides an
alternative to [Bon17, Theorem 5.4.2] in showing that the heart of a compactly generated
t-structure is in practice always a Grothendieck category (see also Remark 7.7).
Corollary D. Let D “ HopCq for a combinatorial stable model category. If t “ pU ,ΣVq
is a compactly generated t-structure on D, then the heart H “ U X ΣV is a Grothendieck
category.
Acknowledgement. It is a pleasure for us to thank Fritz Ho¨rmann and Moritz Groth
for helpful discussions and suggestions. We are also grateful to Rosie Laking and Gustavo
Jasso for pointing out some analogies with results of Jacob Lurie in the setting of 8-
categories.
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2 Preliminaries and notation
Given a category C and two objects x, y P ObpCq, we denote by Cpx, yq :“ HomCpx, yq the
Hom-set of all morphism xÑ y in C.
Ordinals. Any ordinal λ can be viewed as a category in the following way: the objects of
λ are the ordinals α ă λ and, given α, β ă λ, the Hom-set λpα, βq is a point if α ď β,
while it is empty otherwise. Following this convention,
• 1 “ t0u is the category with one object and no non-identity morphisms;
• 2 “ t0Ñ 1u is the category with one non-identity morphism;
• in general n “ t0Ñ 1Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ pn´ 1qu, for any n P Ną0.
Functor categories, limits and colimits. A category I is said to be (skeletally) small when
(the isomorphism classes of) its objects form a set. If C and I are an arbitrary and a small
category, respectively, a functor I Ñ C is said to be a diagram on C of shape I. The category
of diagrams on C of shape I, and natural transformations among them, will be denoted by
CI . A diagram X of shape I, will be also denoted as pXiqiPI , where Xi :“ Xpiq for each
i P ObpIq. When any diagram of shape I has a limit (resp. colimit), we say that C has
all I-limits (resp. colimits). In this case, limI : C
I Ñ C (resp. colimI : C
I Ñ C) will denote
the (I-)limit (resp. (I-)colimit) functor and it is right (resp. left) adjoint to the constant
diagram functor κI : C Ñ C
I . The category C is said to be complete (resp. cocomplete,
bicomplete) when I-limits (resp. I-colimits, both) exist in C, for any small category I. A
particular case, very important for us, comes when I is a directed set, viewed as a small
category in the usual way. The corresponding colimit functor is the (I-)directed colimit
functor limÝÑI : C
I Ñ C. The I-diagrams on C are usually called directed systems of shape I
in C.
Full subcategories of additive categories. Given an additive category C and a class of ob-
jects S Ď ObpCq, we shall denote by addCpSq (resp.AddCpSq), or simply addpSq (resp. AddpSq)
if no confusion is possible, the class of objects which are direct summands of finite
(resp. arbitrary) coproducts of objects in S.
We use the notation limÝÑS “ S to mean that the class S is closed under taking directed
colimits, that is, given F : I Ñ C for I a directed set, such that F piq P S for all i P I,
whenever the colimit limÝÑI F exists in the ambient category C, it is an object of S.
If S is a set of objects, we will say that it is a set of generators when the functorš
SPS CpS,´q : C Ñ Ab is a faithful functor. An object G is a generator of C, when
tGu is a set of generators.
(Ab.5) and Grothendieck (Abelian) categories. Let C be an Abelian category. Recall from
[Gro57] that C is called (Ab.5) when it is (Ab.3) (=cocomplete) and the directed colimit
functor limÝÑI : C
I Ñ C is exact, for any directed set I. An (Ab.5) Abelian category G having
a set of generators (equivalently, a generator), is said to be a Grothendieck category. Such
a category always has enough injectives, and any of its objects has an injective envelope
(see [Gro57]). Moreover, it is always a complete (and cocomplete) category (see [Ste75,
Coro.X.4.4]).
When G is any cocomplete additive category, an objectX of G is called finitely presented
when GpX,´q : G Ñ Ab preserves directed colimits. When G is a Grothendieck category
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with a set of finitely presented generators which, in this setting, is equivalent to say that
each object of G is a directed colimit of finitely presented objects, we say that G is locally
finitely presented.
Torsion pairs. A torsion pair in an Abelian category C is a pair τ “ pT ,Fq of full subcat-
egories satisfying the following two conditions:
(TP.1) CpT, F q “ 0, for all T P T and F P F ;
(TP.2) for any object X of C there is a short exact sequence 0 Ñ TX Ñ X Ñ FX Ñ 0,
where TX P T and FX P F .
In such case, the objects TX and FX are uniquely determined, up to a unique isomorphism,
and the assignment X ÞÑ TX (resp. X ÞÑ FX) underlies a functor C Ñ T (resp. C Ñ F)
which is right (resp. left) adjoint to the inclusion functor T Ñ C (resp.F Ñ C). We say
that τ is of finite type provided limÝÑF “ F .
Triangulated categories. We refer to [Nee01] for the precise definition of triangulated cat-
egory. In particular, given a triangulated category D, we will always denote by Σ: D Ñ D
the suspension functor, and we will denote (distinguished) triangles in D either by X Ñ
Y Ñ Z
`
Ñ or by X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ ΣX. Unlike the terminology used in the abstract setting
of additive categories, in the context of triangulated categories a weaker version of the
notion of “set of generators” is commonly used. Namely, a set S Ď ObpDq is called a set
of generators of D if an object X of D is zero whenever DpΣkS,Xq “ 0, for all S P S and
k P Z. In case D has coproducts, we shall say that an object X is a compact object when
the functor DpX,´q : D Ñ Ab preserves coproducts. We will say that D is compactly
generated when it has a set of compact generators.
Given a set X of objects in D and a subset I Ď Z, we let
XKI :“ tY P D : DpX,ΣiY q “ 0, for all X P X and i P Iu
KIX :“ tZ P D : DpZ,ΣiXq “ 0, for all X P X and i P Iu.
If I “ tiu for some i P Z, then we let XKi :“ XKI and KiX :“ KIX . If i “ 0, we even let
XK :“ XK0 and KX :“ K0X .
Categories with weak equivalences. Let C be a category and let W be a collection of mor-
phisms containing all the isomorphisms in C. The pair pC,Wq is said to be a category with
weak equivalences (or a relative category) if, given two composable morphisms φ and ψ,
whenever two elements of tφ,ψ, ψφu belong to W so does the third. The elements of W
are called weak equivalences.
The universal localization of a category with weak equivalences pC,Wq is a pair pCrW´1s, F q
consisting of a category CrW´1s and a canonical functor F : C Ñ CrW´1s such that F pφq
is an isomorphism for all φ PW, and it is universal with respect to these properties, that
is, if G : C Ñ D is a functor such that Gpφq is an isomorphism for all φ P W, then there
exists a unique functor G1 : CrW´1s Ñ D such that G1F “ G (see [GZ67]).
Let pC,Wq, pC1,W 1q be categories with weak equivalences and suppose that their uni-
versal localizations exist. A functor LG : CrW´1s Ñ C1rW 1´1s together with a natural
transformation α : LG ˝ F Ñ F 1 ˝ G is called the total left derived functor of G : C Ñ C1
if the pair pLG,αq is terminal among all pairs pH,βq with H : CrW´1s Ñ C1rW 1´1s and
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β : H ˝ F Ñ F 1 ˝ G. That is, given any pH,βq, there is a unique natural transformation
γ : H Ñ LG such that β “ α ˝ γF . The notion of total right derived functor is defined
dually.
Model categories. A model structure on a bicomplete category C is a triple pW,B,Fq
of classes of morphisms, closed under retracts, called respectively the weak equivalences,
cofibrations, and fibrations, such that pC,Wq is a category with weak equivalence and sat-
isfying a series of axioms, for which we refer to [Hov99,DS95]. The mere existence of a
model structure for a category with weak equivalences allows one to give an explicit con-
struction of the universal localization CrW´1s, which is traditionally called the homotopy
category of C in this context, and denoted by HopCq.
Even better, model structures allow to construct and compute derived functors as
well. To this end, an adjunction pF,Gq : C Õ C1 between two model categories C, C1 with
model structures pW,B,Fq and pW 1,B1,F 1q, respectively, is called a Quillen adjunction if
it satisfies one of the following equivalent conditions (see [Hov99, Lemma 1.3.4]):
(1) the left adjoint F : C Ñ C1 preserves cofibrations and trivial cofibrations;
(2) the right adjoint G : C1 Ñ C preserves fibrations and trivial fibrations.
Given a Quillen adjunction, the total derived functors pLF,RGq exist and form an
adjunction between HopCq and HopC1q. Moreover, LF pXq for an object X of C can be
computed by applying F to a cofibrant resolution of X and dually for RG.
In the context of algebraic examples, model structures on Abelian (even Grothendieck)
categories play a prominent role. In particular, many of our examples will arise from the
so-called Abelian model structures (see [Hov02, Bec14, Gil11]). The following example
allows one to encode the machinery of classical homological algebra in the framework of
model categories.
Example 2.1. Given a Grothendieck category G, we will denote by ChpGq, KpGq andDpGq
the category of (unbounded) cochain complexes of objects of G, the homotopy category
of G and the derived category of G, respectively (see [Ver77,Kel98]). Recall that ChpGq
is a bicomplete category. With the class W of quasi-isomorphisms in ChpGq, the pair
pChpGq,Wq is a category with weak equivalences. Furthermore, taking B be the class
of all the epimorphisms with dg-injective kernels (see [BN93]) and let F be the class of
monomorphisms, then ChpGq with pW,B,Fq is a model category (see for example [Hov99,
Theorem 2.3.13], [Hov02] or [Gil07] for a proof). The homotopy category in this case is
DpGq.
Cohomological functors and t-structures. Given a triangulated category D and an Abelian
category C, an additive functor H0 : D Ñ C is said to be a cohomological functor if, for
any given triangle X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ ΣX, the sequence H0pXq Ñ H0pY q Ñ H0pZq is exact
in C. In particular, one obtains a long exact sequence as follows:
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hn´1pZq Ñ HnpXq Ñ HnpY q Ñ HnpZq Ñ Hn`1pXq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
where Hn :“ H0 ˝Σn, for any n P Z.
A t-structure in D is a pair t “ pU ,Wq of full subcategories, closed under taking direct
summands in D, which satisfy the following properties:
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(t-S.1) DpU,Σ´1W q “ 0, for all U P U and W PW;
(t-S.2) ΣU Ď U ;
(t-S.3) for each X P ObpDq, there is a triangle
UX Ñ X Ñ VX
`
Ñ
in D, where U P U and V P Σ´1W.
One can see that in such case W “ ΣpUKq and U “ KpΣ´1Wq “ KpUKq. For this reason,
we will write a t-structure as t “ pU ,ΣpUKqq or t “ pU ,ΣVq, meaning that V :“ UK. We
will call U and UK the aisle and the co-aisle of the t-structure, respectively. The objects UX
and VX appearing in the triangle of the above axiom (t-S.3) are uniquely determined by X,
up to a unique isomorphism, and define functors τU : D Ñ U and τ
UK : D Ñ UK which are
right and left adjoints to the respective inclusion functors. We call them the left and right
truncation functors with respect to the given t-structure t. Furthermore, the above triangle
will be referred to as the truncation triangle of X with respect to t. The full subcategory
H :“ U XW “ U X ΣpUKq is called the heart of the t-structure and it is an Abelian
category, where the short exact sequences “are” the triangles of D with its three terms in
H. Moreover, with an obvious abuse of notation, the assignments X ÞÑ τU ˝τ
ΣpUKqpXq and
X ÞÑ τΣpU
Kq ˝ τU pXq define two naturally isomorphic cohomological functors H
0
t
: D Ñ H
(see [BBD82]). We say that a t-structure pU ,ΣVq is generated by a set S, when ΣV “ SKă0
(equivalently, V “ SKď0).
When D has coproducts, we say that the t-structure is compactly generated when it is
generated by a set S consisting of compact objects in D; in this case, we say that S is a
set of compact generators of the aisle U or of the t-structure.
Example 2.2. Let D be a triangulated category together with a t-structure t “ pU ,ΣVq
and heart H :“ U X ΣV. Given a torsion theory τ “ pT ,Fq on H we can define a new
t-structure tτ “ pUτ ,ΣVτ q on D, called the Happel-Reiten-Samlø tilt of t with respect to τ
(see [HRS96]), where
Uτ :“ ΣU ˚ T , and Vτ :“ F ˚ V,
with the convention that, given two classes X , Y Ď D, Z P X ˚Y if and only if there exists
a triangle X Ñ Z Ñ Y Ñ ΣX in T, with X P X and Y P Y.
(Stable) derivators. We denote by Cat the 2-category of small categories and by Catop
the 2-category obtained by reversing the direction of the functors in Cat (but letting the
direction of natural transformations unchanged). Similarly, we denote by CAT the 2-
“category” of all categories. This, when taken literally, may cause some set-theoretical
problems that, for our constructions, can be safely ignored: see the discussion after [Gro13,
Def. 1.1]. A pre-derivator is a strict 2-functor
D : Catop Ñ CAT.
All along this paper, we will follow the following notational conventions:
• the letter D will always denote a (pre)derivator;
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• for any natural transformation α : u Ñ v : J Ñ I in Cat, we will always use the
notation α˚ :“ Dpαq : u˚ Ñ v˚ : DpIq Ñ DpJq. Furthermore, we denote respectively
by u! and u˚ the left and the right adjoint to u
˚ (whenever they exist), and call them
respectively the left and right homotopy Kan extension of u;
• the letters U , V , W , X, Y , Z, will be used either for objects in the base Dp1q or for
(incoherent) diagrams on Dp1q, that is, functors I Ñ Dp1q, for some small category
I;
• the letters U , V , W , X , Y , Z , will be used for objects in some image DpIq of the
derivator, for I a category (possibly) different from 1. Such objects will be usually
referred to as coherent diagrams of shape I;
• given I P Cat, consider the unique functor ptI : I Ñ 1. We usually denote by
HocolimI : DpIq Ñ Dp1q and HolimI : DpIq Ñ Dp1q respectively the left and right
homotopy Kan extensions of ptI ; these functors are called respectively homotopy
colimit and homotopy limit.
For a given object i P I, we also denote by i the inclusion i : 1 Ñ I such that 0 ÞÑ i.
We obtain an evaluation functor i˚ : DpIq Ñ Dp1q. For an object X P DpIq, we let
Xi :“ i
˚X . Similarly, for a morphism α : i Ñ j in I, one can interpret α as a natural
transformation from i : 1 Ñ I to j : 1 Ñ I. In this way, to any morphism α in I, we can
associate α˚ : i˚ Ñ j˚. For an object X P DpIq, we let Xα :“ α
˚
X
: Xi Ñ Xj. For any I
in Cat, we denote by
diaI : DpIq Ñ Dp1q
I
the diagram functor, such that, given X P DpIq, diaIpX q : I Ñ Dp1q is defined by
diaIpX qpi
α
Ñ jq “ pXi
XαÑ Xjq. We will refer to diaIpX q as the underlying (incoher-
ent) diagram of the coherent diagram X .
Example 2.3. Let D : Catop Ñ CAT be a prederivator. Given I P Cat, consider the
unique functor ptI : I Ñ 1, let X P Dp1q and consider X :“ pt
˚
IX P DpIq. Then the
underlying diagram diaIpX q P Dp1q
I is constant, that is,
• Xi “ X for all i P I;
• for all pα : iÑ jq Ď I, the map Xα : Xi Ñ Xj is the identity of X.
Proof. Given i P I, notice that Xi :“ i
˚pt˚I pXq and, since D is a strict 2-functor, this is
the same as pptI ˝ iq
˚pXq “ id˚
1
X “ idDp1qpXq “ X. Similarly, given pα : i Ñ jq Ď I
consider the following diagram
1
i
((
j
66ó α I
ptI // 1 “ 1
ptI˝i“id1
**
ptI˝j“id1
44ó ptI ˚ α “ id 1
showing that the whiskering ptI ˚α is the identity idid1 : id1 Ñ id1. Since the 2-functor D
is strict, it sends the whiskering between ptI and α to the whiskering of their images, that
is, ppt˚I q ˚ pα
˚q “ pptI ˚ αq
˚ “ id˚id1 “ ididDp1q . Hence, ppt
˚
IXqα “ α
˚
pt˚
I
X
“ ppt˚I ˚ α
˚qX “
idX .
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A pre-derivator D is a derivator if it satisfies the following four axioms:
(Der.1) if
š
iPI Ji is a disjoint union of small categories, then the canonical functor
Dp
š
I Jiq Ñ
ś
I DpJiq is an equivalence of categories;
(Der.2) for any I P Cat and a morphism f : X Ñ Y in DpIq, f is an isomorphism if and
only if i˚pfq : i˚pX q Ñ i˚pY q is an isomorphism in Dp1q for each i P I;
(Der.3) for each functor u : I Ñ J in Cat, the functor u˚ has both a left adjoint u! and a
right adjoint u˚ (i.e. homotopy Kan extensions are required to exist);
(Der.4) the homotopy Kan extensions can be computed pointwise in that for each u : I Ñ
J in Cat and j P J , there are canonical isomorphism Hocolimu{jp
˚pX q – pu!X qj
and pu˚X qj – Holimj{uq
˚pX q in Dp1q, where p : u{j Ñ I and q : j{u Ñ I are
the canonical projective functors from the slice categories in Cat.
We refer to [Gro13] for a detailed discussion, as well as for the precise definitions of pointed
derivators (Dp1q has a zero object), stable derivators (they are pointed and a coherent
commutative square is a pull-back if and only if it is a pushout), and strong derivators
(the partial diagram functors Dp2ˆ Iq Ñ DpIq2 are full and essentially surjective for each
I P Cat).
The key fact, which can be found in [Gro13, Theorem 4.16 and Corollary 4.19], is that
given a strong and stable derivator D, all DpIq are in fact triangulated categories and all
u˚ and the Kan extensions u!, u˚ are naturally triangulated functors.
In what follows we mention some classes of examples of (strong and stable) derivators
that will appear frequently in the rest of the paper:
Example 2.4. Let pC,W,B,Fq be a model category. For any small category I, letWI be
the class of morphisms in CI which belong pointwise to W. A theorem of Cisinski [Cis03,
Thm. 1] tells us that the universal localization CI rW´1I s can always be constructed and,
furthermore, the assignment I ÞÑ CI rW´1I s underlies a derivator DpC,Wq : Cat
op Ñ CAT.
Furthermore, DpC,Wq is always strong and it is pointed (resp., stable) if C has the same
property in the sense of model categories. For such derivator, homotopy co/limits and,
more generally, homotopy Kan extensions, are just the total derived functors of the usual
co/limit and Kan extension functors.
Given a Grothendieck category G, we refer to the strong and stable derivator arising as
above from the injective model structure on ChpGq as the canonical derivator enhancing
the derived category DpGq.
3 Lifting incoherent diagrams along diagram functors
Let D : Catop Ñ CAT be a strong stable derivator. In this section we study the following
problem: Given a (incoherent) diagram X : I Ñ Dp1q, under which conditions is it possible
to lift it to a coherent diagram X of shape I? That is, can we find an object X P DpIq
such that diaIpX q – X?
The property of D being strong implies that we can always lift diagrams of shape 2.
The main result of this section is the following theorem that gives sufficient conditions
for a diagram of arbitrary shape to lift to a coherent diagram. These sufficient conditions
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consist in assuming that there are no “negative extensions” in Dp1q among the components
of our diagram X : I Ñ Dp1q. Similar conditions are given to identify pairs of coherent
diagrams X ,Y P DpIq for which the diagram functor induces a bijection
DpIqpX ,Y q Ñ Dp1qpdiaIX ,diaIY q.
Theorem 3.1. Given a strong stable derivator D : Catop Ñ CAT, the following statements
hold true for any small category I:
(1) given X , Y P DpIq, the canonical map DpIqpX ,Y q Ñ Dp1qIpdiaIX ,diaIY q is an
isomorphism provided Dp1qpΣnXi,Yjq “ 0 for all i, j P I and n ą 0;
(2) given X P Dp1qI , there is an object X P DpIq such that diaIpX q – X, provided
Dp1qpΣnXi,Xjq “ 0 for all i, j P I and n ą 0.
The proof of the above theorem is quite involved and it will occupy the rest of this
section, which is divided in four subsections to reflect the main steps of the argument.
3.1 Lifting diagrams of finite length
In this subsection we are going to verify the statement of Theorem 3.1 for diagrams of
shape I, with I a category of finite length. These results are very close to some of the
main results in [Por15]. We offer here a slightly different and self-contained argument.
Definition 3.2. A small category I is said to be of finite length if there is n P Ną0 and a
functor
d : I Ñ nop
such that, for any pair of objects i, j P I, if there is a non-identity morphism in Ipi, jq,
then dpiq ą dpjq. If I is a category of finite length, the smallest n P Ną0 for which there
exists a functor d : I Ñ nop as above is called the length of I, in symbols ℓpIq “ n.
Notice that, for a category of finite length I, Ipi, iq “ tidIu for any i P I. Furthermore,
given i ‰ j P I, at most one of Ipi, jq and Ipi, jq is not empty. Moreover, the length of I
is exactly the length of a maximal path in I.
Definition 3.3. Given a category I of finite length, we will say that an object i in I is
minimal if there is no non-identity morphism starting in i.
Recall that a fully faithful functor u : J Ñ I which is injective on objects is a sieve if
whenever we have a morphism i Ñ upjq in I then i lies in the image of u. Cosieves are
defined dually, i.e. u : J Ñ I is a cosieve if uop : Jop Ñ Iop is a sieve. In particular, if we
define u : J Ñ I to be the inclusion of the full subcategory J of I of all the non-minimal
objects in I, then this is a sieve, and an inclusion i : 1Ñ I of a minimal object is a cosieve.
The following lemma is a trivial fact about categories of finite length that will be
extremely important when trying to prove things using induction:
Lemma 3.4. Given a category of finite length I, let u : J Ñ I be the inclusion of the full
subcategory J of I of all the non-minimal objects. Then, for any minimal object i P ObpIq,
ℓpIq ą ℓpJq ě ℓpu{iq.
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Proof. The fact that ℓpIq ą ℓpJq follows since any maximal path in I ends in a minimal
object that, by definition, does not belong to J . Furthermore, a maximal path in u{i is
something of the form
pupj1q
φ1
Ñ iq
ψ1
ÝÑ pupj2q
φ2
Ñ iq
ψ2
ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
ψk´1
ÝÑ pupjkq
φkÑ iq
where ψs : js Ñ js`1 and φs`1ψs “ φs, for s “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1. Then,
j1
ψ1
ÝÑ j2
ψ2
ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
ψk´1
ÝÑ jk
is a path in J , so that ℓpu{iq ď ℓpJq.
Let D : Catop Ñ CAT be a strong stable derivator, I P Cat and j P I. Consider the
adjunction
j! : Dp1q Õ DpIq : j
˚
and fix the following notation for the unit and counit, respectively:
ηj : idDp1q Ñ j
˚j! and εj : j!j
˚ Ñ idDpIq .
Now, if I is has finite length and i is a minimal object of I, the functor 1
i
ÝÑ I is a cosieve,
so that the functor i! : Dp1q Ñ DpIq is fully faithful and its image is exactly DpI, Iztiuq,
the full subcategory of those X P DpIq such that Xk “ 0 for all k ‰ i (see [Gro13, Prop.
1.23]). Abusing notation, let us denote again by i! and i
˚ their corestriction and restriction,
respectively, that induce the following equivalence of categories:
i! : Dp1q Õ DpI, Iztiuq : i
˚.
This means that ηi is a natural isomorphism, and that pεiqX is an isomorphism for any
X P DpI, Iztiuq. Let us fix the following notation for the inverse for ηi:
αi : i
˚i!
–
ÝÑ idDp1q . (3.1)
By the adjunction identities between unit and counit we deduce that, given X P DpIq,
i˚pεiqX “ pηiq
´1
i˚X
“ pαiqi˚X : i
˚i!i
˚
X ÝÑ i˚X . (3.2)
Let us return for a moment to a general (not necessarily minimal) object j P I. Recall
from [KN13, Appendix 1] that there is a commutative diagram
DpIq
diaI // Dp1qI
Dp1q
´bj
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
j!
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
(3.3)
where ´bj is the left adjoint to the obvious “evaluation at j” functor p´qæj . Furthermore,
given X P Dp1q, there is a natural isomorphism pX b jqpkq –
À
Ipj,kqX, for all k P I.
When i P I is a minimal object, the restriction diaI : DpI, Iztiuq Ñ Dp1q
pI,Iztiuq is an
equivalence (where Dp1qpI,Iztiuq is the category of diagrams X of shape I in Dp1q whose
component Xpkq is trivial whenever k ‰ i) and, abusing notation, we denote again by αi
the natural isomorphism that the natural transformation in (3.1) induces on the underlying
diagrams:
αi : p´ b iqpiq
–
ÝÑ idDp1q .
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Lemma 3.5. Let D : Catop Ñ CAT be a strong stable derivator, let I be a category of
finite length, let u : J Ñ I be the inclusion of non-minimal objects. For any X P DpIq,
there is a triangle
à
IzJ
i!i
˚u!u
˚
X Ñ
˜à
IzJ
i!Xi
¸
‘ u!u
˚
X Ñ X Ñ Σ
à
IzJ
i!i
˚u!u
˚
X .
Furthermore, the above triangle is pointwise split in the sense that, applying k˚ to it, we
get a split triangle in Dp1q, for any k P I.
Proof. For any i P IzJ , the following square commutes:
i!i
˚u!u
˚X
i!i
˚εu
//
εi

i!Xi
εi

u!u
˚X
εu //X
where εu : u!u
˚ Ñ idDpIq is the counit of the adjunction pu!, u
˚q. Now consider the following
distinguished triangle:
À
iPIzJ
i!i
˚u!u
˚X
ppi!i
˚εuqi,´pεiqiq
t
//
À
iPIzJ
i!Xi ‘ u!u
˚X
g
// ĂX // Σ À
iPIzJ
i!i
˚u!u
˚X
which is constructed just completing the first map to a triangle. Since, by the commuta-
tivity of the above square, the composition ppεiqi, εuq ˝ ppi!i
˚εuqi,´pεiqiq
t is trivial, there
is a natural map ψ : ĂX Ñ X that makes the following diagram commutative:
À
iPIzJ
i!i
˚u!u
˚X
ppi!i
˚εuqi,´pεiqiqt
//

À
iPIzJ
i!Xi ‘ u!u
˚X
g
//
ppεiqi,εuq

ĂX //
ψ

Σ
À
iPIzJ
i!i
˚u!u
˚X

0 //X X // 0
To complete the proof, it is enough to show that ψ is an isomorphism and, for that, it is
enough to show that ψk is an isomorphism for all k P I. For k P J , we have k
˚i! “ 0, so
k˚p
À
iPIzJ i!i
˚u!u
˚X q “ 0 “ k˚pi!Xiq, and it follows that ĂXk – Xk. On the other hand,
if k P IzJ , applying k˚ to the above diagram we get:
k˚u!u
˚X //

Xk ‘ k
˚u!u
˚X //

ĂXk //
ϕ

Σk˚u!u
˚X

0 //Xk Xk // 0
where the first map in the first row is clearly a split monomorphism whose cokernel is
isomorphic to Xk. Thus, ĂXk – Xk.
Proposition 3.6. Given a strong stable derivator D : Catop Ñ CAT, the following state-
ments hold true for any small category of finite length I:
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(1) given X , Y P DpIq, the canonical map DpIqpX ,Y q Ñ Dp1qIpdiaIX ,diaIY q is an
isomorphism provided Dp1qpΣnXi,Yjq “ 0 for all i, j P I and n ą 0;
(2) given X P Dp1qI , there is an object X P DpIq such that diaIpX q – X, provided
Dp1qpΣnXi,Xjq “ 0 for all i, j P I and n ą 0.
Proof. We proceed by induction on ℓpIq. If ℓpIq “ 1, then I is a disjoint union of copies
of 1 and, by (Der.1), there is nothing to prove. For the inductive step, we prove the two
statements separately. Let u : J Ñ I be the inclusion of the non-minimal objects in I and
let us introduce some notation for any i P IzJ :
– pri : u{iÑ J is the obvious projection from the comma category;
– ptu{i : u{iÑ 1 is the unique possible functor;
– ∆u{i : Dp1q Ñ Dp1q
u{i is the diagonal functor sending an object to the corresponding
constant diagram, i.e. ∆u{i “ diau{ipt
˚
u{i.
(1) Applying the contravariant functor p´,Y q :“ DpIqp´,Y q to
À
IzJ i!i
˚u!u
˚X we get˜à
IzJ
i!i
˚u!u
˚
X ,Y
¸
–
ź
IzJ
Dp1qpi˚u!u
˚
X ,Yiq by adjunction;
–
ź
IzJ
Dp1qpHocolimu{ipr
˚
i u
˚
X ,Yiq by (Der.4);
–
ź
IzJ
Dpu{iqppr˚i u
˚
X ,pt˚u{iYiq by adjunction.
Similarly,
´
Σ
À
IzJ i!i
˚u!u
˚X ,Y
¯
–
ś
IzJ Dpu{iqpΣpr
˚
i u
˚X ,pt˚
u{iYiq, which is trivial by
inductive hypothesis. Now apply p´,Y q to the triangle given by Lemma 3.5 to get the
following exact sequence:
0Ñ pX ,Y q Ñ
ź
iPIzJ
Dp1qpXi,Yiq ˆ DpJqpu
˚
X , u˚Y q Ñ
ź
iPIzJ
Dpu{iqppr˚i u
˚
X ,pt˚u{iYiq ,
To conclude the proof we want to use the inductive hypothesis to show that the ker-
nel of the last map on the right-hand side is isomorphic to Dp1qIpdiaIX ,diaIY q. No-
tice that diaJu
˚X – pdiaIX qæJ and diaJu
˚Y – pdiaIY qæJ , furthermore we have that
diau{ippr
˚
i u
˚X q “ diaIpX qæJ ˝ pri, abusing notation, we let diaIpX qæu{i be this last di-
agram. With this notation, and using the inductive hypothesis, the above map can be
described as follows:
F :
ź
iPIzJ
Dp1qpXi,Yiq ˆ Dp1q
JpdiaIpX qæJ ,diaIpY qæJq Ñ
ź
iPIzJ
Dp1qu{ipdiaIpX qæu{i,∆u{iYiq
A map in the set on left-hand side has the form ppfiqIzJ , g : diaIpX qæJ Ñ diaIpY qæJq.
First notice that, given i P IzJ , the map fi : Xi Ñ Yi induces the following map
φi “ pfi ˝Xaqpa : jÑiqPu{i : diaIpX qæu{i Ñ ∆u{iYi.
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More graphically,
pdiaIX qæu{ipaq “ Xj
Xa
//
fi˝Xa
))
Xi
fi
// Yi
On the other hand, given g : diaIpX qæJ Ñ diaIpY qæJ , we can construct a morphism
ψi : diaIpX qæu{i Ñ ∆u{iYi
where, given pa : j Ñ iq P u{i,
pdiaIX qæu{ipaq “ Xj gj
//
pψiqpaq“Ya˝gj
))
Yj
Ya
// Yi
With this notation,
F ppfiqI{J , g : diaIpX qæJ Ñ diaIpY qæJ q “ pφi ´ ψiqiPIzJ .
By the above description, one can see that this image is trivial if and only if φi “ ψi for
all i P IzJ , if and only if, for any pa : j Ñ iq P u{i the following diagram commutes
Xj
gj
//
Xa

Yj
Ya

Xi
fi
// Yi
which clearly means that ppfiqI{J , g : diaIpX qæJ Ñ diaIpY qæJ q represents a morphism in
Dp1qI from diaIX to diaIY .
(2) Let X P Dp1qI be an object as in the statement. By inductive hypothesis we have an
object XJ P DpJq such that diaJpXJq – XæJ . Let us introduce some notation for any
given i P IzJ :
– p´qæu{i : Dp1q
I Ñ Dp1qu{i is the functor that takes a diagram X : I Ñ Dp1q and
sends it to the composition Xæu{i : u{iÑ J Ď I Ñ Dp1q;
– Xu{i :“ pr
˚
i XJ , and XæJ b J :“ diaIpu!XJq P Dp1q
I .
By (Der.4) there is an isomorphism i˚u!XJ – Hocolimu{iXu{i, so that
Dp1qpi˚u!XJ ,Xiq – Dp1qpHocolimu{iXu{i,Xiq (3.4)
– Dpu{iqpXu{i,pt
˚
u{iXiq
– Dp1qu{ipXæu{i,∆u{iXiq ,
where the second isomorphism is given by the adjunction pHocolimu{i,pt
˚
u{iq, while the
last map is induced by diau{i, and it is an isomorphism by part (1). Now notice that there
is an obvious morphism of diagrams
ϕ¯i : Xæu{i ÝÑ ∆u{iXi
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whose component corresponding to a given pj
a
Ñ iq P u{i is just
ϕ¯ipaq “ Xpaq : Xæu{ipaqp“ Xjq ÝÑ Xi.
Hence there exists a unique morphism rϕi : Xu{i Ñ pt˚u{iXi such that diau{i rϕi “ ϕ¯i (use
that, by inductive hypothesis, there is an isomorphismDpu{iqpXu{i,pt
˚
u{iXiq – Dp1q
u{ipXæu{i,∆u{iXiq).
In this way we obtain a map ϕi : i
˚u!XJ Ñ Xi, given by the following composition:
ϕi : i
˚u!XJ – Hocolimu{iXu{i
Hocolimu{i rϕi
// Hocolimu{ipt
˚
u{iXi – Xi .
Now, pXæJ b Jqpjq “ Xj for any j P J (to see this, use (Der.4) and the fact that u{j has
a terminal object, provided j P J); we define a morphism of diagrams as follows:
ϕ : XæJ b J ÝÑ X such that ϕpkq “
#
ϕk if k P IzJ
idk if k P J
For any i P IzJ we obtain the following commutative square:
pXæJ b Jqpiq b i
ϕibi
//
εi

Xpiq b i
εi

XæJ b J
ϕ
// X
where, with an abuse of notation, we denoted by εi the counit of the adjunction p´ b
i, p´qæiq. We obtain a pointwise split short exact sequence in Dp1q
I :
0Ñ
à
iPIzJ
pXæJ b Jqpiq b i
f
ÝÑ
˜à
iPIzJ
Xpiq b i
¸
‘ pXæJ b Jq
g
ÝÑ X Ñ 0 ,
where, given j P J
0 // 0
fj
// 0‘ pXæJ b Jqpjq
gj
Xpjq // 0 ;
while, for i P IzJ , we have
0Ñ ppXæJ b Jqpiq b iqpiq
fiÝÑ pXpiq b iqpiq ‘ pXæJ b Jqpiq
giÝÑ Xpiq Ñ 0 ,
where fi “ ppϕi b iqpiq,´αiq
t and gi “ pαi, ϕiq. Consider now a triangle in DpIqà
iPIzJ
i!i
˚u!XJ
rf
ÝÑ
à
iPIzJ
i!Xi ‘ u!XJ
rg
ÝÑ X Ñ Σ
à
iPIzJ
i!i
˚u!XJ
where X P DpIq is chosen to complete the first map to a triangle, while rf :“ p rfiqi andrfi :“ pi!ϕi,´εiqt. By the commutativity of the triangle in (3.3), the underlying diagram
of i!ϕi is precisely ϕi b i, so that i
˚i!ϕi “ pϕi b iqpiq while, by equation (3.2), i
˚εi “ αi,
that is, the map induced by rf on the underlying diagrams is precisely f . To conclude
that diaIX – X it is now enough to notice that both diaIX and X are cokernels of
f “ diaIp rfq in Dp1qI .
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3.2 Liftings diagrams of countable length
In this subsection we extend the results of Subsection 3.1 to categories of countable length:
Definition 3.7. A small category I is said to be of countable length if there is a functor
d : I Ñ Nop
such that, for any pair of objects i, j P I, if there is a non-identity morphism in Ipi, jq,
then dpiq ą dpjq in N.
As for categories of finite length, given a category of countable length I, Ipi, iq “ tidIu
for any i P I. Furthermore, given i ‰ j P I, at most one between Ipi, jq and Ipi, jq is not
empty. Now, for a fixed a functor d : I Ñ Nop with the above properties, we let
Iďn ď I be the full subcategory spanned by ti P I : dpiq ď n´ 1u.
Of course, the restriction dn : Iďn Ñ n
op shows that each Iďn is a category of finite length.
We denote by
ιn : Iďn Ñ I
the canonical inclusion. Notice that each ιn is a cosieve and so all the left Kan extensions
of the form pιnq! are just “extensions by 0” (see [Gro13]).
Lemma 3.8. Let D : Catop Ñ CAT be a strong stable derivator, and let I be a category of
countable length with a fixed functor d : I Ñ Nop such that, for any pair of objects i, j P I,
if there is a non-identity morphism in Ipi, jq, then dpiq ą dpjq. For any X P DpIq, there
is a triangle à
nPN
pιnq!ι
˚
nX Ñ
à
nPN
pιnq!ι
˚
nX Ñ X Ñ
à
nPN
Σpιnq!ι
˚
nX .
Proof. Given X P DpIq, consider the following natural isomorphisms:
DpIqppιnq!ι
˚
nX , pιn`1q!ι
˚
n`1X q – DpIďnqpι
˚
nX , ι
˚
npιn`1q!ι
˚
n`1X q
– DpIďnqpι
˚
nX , ι
˚
nX q
where the first isomorphism is true since pιnq! is the left adjoint of ι
˚
n, while the second
holds since pιn`1q! is an extension by 0. Hence there is a unique morphism
dXn`1,n : pιnq!ι
˚
nX Ñ pιn`1q!ι
˚
n`1X
which is mapped to idι˚nX : ι
˚
nX Ñ ι
˚
nX by the above isomorphisms. Putting together
these morphisms, we get an (incoherent) diagram in DpIq:
pι1q!ι
˚
1X
dX
2,1
// pι2q!ι
˚
2X
dX
3,2
// ¨ ¨ ¨ // pιnq!ι
˚
nX
dXn`1,n
// ¨ ¨ ¨
Notice that k˚pdXn`1,nq is an isomorphisms for all k P I such that dpkq ď n. Hence, it is
clear that the Milnor colimit of the above diagram is isomorphic to X , giving us a triangle
as in the statement.
Proposition 3.9. Given a strong stable derivator D : Catop Ñ CAT, the following state-
ments hold true for any small category of countable length I:
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(1) given X , Y P DpIq, the canonical map DpIqpX ,Y q Ñ Dp1qIpdiaIX ,diaIY q is an
isomorphism provided Dp1qpΣnXi,Yjq “ 0 for all i, j P I and n ą 0;
(2) given X P Dp1qI , there is an object X P DpIq such that diaIpX q – X, provided
Dp1qpΣnXi,Xjq “ 0 for all i, j P I and n ą 0.
Proof. (1) Given X P DpIq, consider the following triangle given by Lemma 3.8à
nPN
pιnq!ι
˚
nX Ñ
à
nPN
pιnq!ι
˚
nX Ñ X Ñ
à
nPN
Σpιnq!ι
˚
nX .
Apply p´,Y q :“ DpIqp´,Y q to the above triangle to get the following long exact sequence:
¨ ¨ ¨ // 0 // pX ,Y q //
ś
N
DpIďnqpι
˚
nX , ι
˚
nY q
p˚q
//
ś
N
DpIďnqpι
˚
nX , ι
˚
nY q // ¨ ¨ ¨
where we can write the 0 on the left by the following series of isomorphisms and Prop. 3.6:˜à
nPN
Σpιnq!ι
˚
nX ,Y
¸
–
ź
nPN
pΣpιnq!ι
˚
nX ,Y q
–
ź
nPN
DpIďnq pΣι
˚
nX , ι
˚
nY q “ 0
By Prop. 3.6, DpIďnqpι
˚
nX , ι
˚
nY q – Dp1q
IďnpdiaIďnpι
˚
nX q,diaIďnpι
˚
nY qq for all n P N.
Notice also that diaIďnpι
˚
nX q – diaIpX qæIďn and diaIďnpι
˚
nY q – diaIpY qæIďn . With
these identifications, the morphism dXn`1,n induces the following restriction map
Dp1qIďn`1pdiaIpX qæIďn`1 ,diaIpY qæIďn`1q Ñ Dp1q
IďnpdiaIpX qæIďn ,diaIpY qæIďnq
φ ÞÑ φæIďn
Hence, the above map p˚q is conjugated to the followingź
n
Dp1qIďnpdiaIpX qæIďn ,diaIpY qæIďnq Ñ
ź
n
Dp1qIďnpdiaIpX qæIďn ,diaIpY qæIďnq
pφnqn ÞÑ pφn ´ φn`1æIďnqn
Thus, a sequence pφnqn P
ś
nDp1q
IďnpdiaIpX qæIďn ,diaIpY qæIďnq is in the kernel of p˚q
if and only if φn`1æIďn “ φn for all n P N, that is, if and only if pφnqn represents
a morphism φ : diaIX Ñ diaIY . This shows that the kernel of p˚q is isomorphic to
Dp1qIpdiaIX ,diaIY q, showing that pX ,Y q – Dp1q
IpdiaIX ,diaIY q, as desired.
(2) For every n P N, identify XæIďn with an object in Dp1q
I such that
XæIďnpiq “
#
Xpiq if i P Iďn;
0 otherwise.
Then there is a short exact sequence in Dp1qI of the form
0Ñ
à
nPN
XæIďn Ñ
à
nPN
XæIďn Ñ X Ñ 0
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which is pointwise split. By Proposition 3.6, for any n P Ną0 we can find an object
X n P DpIďnq such that diaIďnX
n – XæIďn . Furthermore,
DpIqppιnq!X
n, pιn`1q!X
n`1q – DpIďnqpX
n, ι˚npιn`1q!X
n`1q
– Dp1qIďnpdiaIďnpX
nq,diaIďnpι
˚
npιn`1q!X
n`1qq
– Dp1qIďnpdiaIďnpX
nq,diaIďnpX
nqq
where the first isomorphism comes from adjointness, the second follows by Proposition 3.6
and the third is true since diaIďn ˝ ι
˚
n ˝ pιn`1q! – diaIďn`1p´qæIďn . Let
dn`1,n : pιnq!X
n Ñ pιn`1q!X
n`1
be the unique map which is mapped to the identity of diaIďnpX
nq by the above isomor-
phisms. Let X be the Milnor colimit of the direct system tpιnq!X
n, dn`1,nuN, so we get
a triangle à
nPN
pιnq!X
n Ñ
à
nPN
pιnq!X
n Ñ X Ñ
à
nPN
Σpιnq!X
n.
We claim that diaIpX q – X. But for this notice that diaIppιnq!X
nq – XæIďn , so the
underlying diagram of the above triangle is a sequence in Dp1qI with the following formà
nPN
XæIďn Ñ
à
nPN
XæIďn Ñ diaIX Ñ
à
nPN
ΣXæIďn ,
which is pointwise a split triangle in Dp1q. In fact, this means that the following sequence
is short exact
0Ñ
à
nPN
XæIďn Ñ
à
nPN
XæIďn Ñ diaIX Ñ 0
So X and diaIX are cokernels of the same map and they are therefore isomorphic.
3.3 Any category is the homotopical epimorphic image of a category of
countable length
Let I be a small category. In this section we are going to define a new category
Ñ
∆{I,
whose opposite p
Ñ
∆{Iqop is of countable length and a functor u : p
Ñ
∆{Iqop Ñ I such that,
for any derivator D, the induced functor u˚ : DpIq Ñ Dpp
Ñ
∆{Iqopq is fully faithful.
The idea of using the category p
Ñ
∆{Iqop in this way was communicated to us by Fritz
Ho¨rmann. A similar idea appears in his paper [Ho¨r17], where he proves much more in
this context—he uses the categories p
Ñ
∆{Iqop to extend to domain of definition of fibred
(multi)derivators from directed categories of countable length to arbitrary shapes.
Let us start defining the category
Ñ
∆{I as follows
– the objects of
Ñ
∆{I are the functors nÑ I, n P Ną0;
– given two objects a : nÑ I and b : mÑ I, we define
p
Ñ
∆{Iqpa, bq “ tϕ : nÑm strictly increasing and s.t. b ˝ ϕ “ au.
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There is a canonical functor
u :
´Ñ
∆{I
¯op
// I
pa : nÑ Iq ✤ // ap0q.
Following [GSˇ16, Sec. 6], we call a functor v : J Ñ I between small categories a homotopical
epimorphism if, for any derivator D (not necessarily stable) the induced functor v˚ : DpIq Ñ
DpJq is fully faithful. As this holds for any derivator, in particular it holds for all the shifts
D
K of a given derivator D, showing that v : J Ñ I is a homotopical epimorphism if and
only if, for any derivator D, it induces a fully faithful morphism of derivators v˚ : DI Ñ DJ .
In what follows, our aim is to prove that, letting A :“
´Ñ
∆{I
¯op
, to prove that the above
functor u : AÑ I is a homotopical epimorphism. Given i P I, define the fiber of u at i to
be the category u´1piq, given by the following pullback diagram in Cat:
u´1piq
ιi //
P.B.ptu´1piq

A
u

1
i
// I
(3.5)
We can describe u´1piq as the full subcategory of the slice category i{u of those objects
pa, ϕ : iÑ upaqq such that upaq “ i and ϕ “ idi.
The following lemma is taken from the discussion in [GPS14a, Appendix A].
Lemma 3.10. In the above notation, the following statements hold true:
(1) A has countable length;
(2) the inclusion u´1piq Ñ i{u has a right adjoint;
(3) u´1piq has a terminal object.
Proof. (1) We define a functor
d :
´Ñ
∆{I
¯op
Ñ Nop
as follows: dpnÑ Iq :“ n´ 1 and, given a morphism pnÑ Iq
ϕ
ÝÑ pmÑ Iq, we have that
n ě m, so we can map ϕ to the unique map pn ´ 1q Ñ pm´ 1q in Nop. It is now easy to
verify that this functor satisfies the conditions of Definition 3.7.
(2) Let x “ pa0 Ñ a1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ an, ϕ : i Ñ a0q P i{u and suppose that ϕ ‰ idx (i.e. that
x R u´1piq). Let cpxq be the following object of u´1piq:
cpxq “ pi
ϕ
ÝÑ a0 Ñ a1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ an, idi : iÑ iq
Of course the morphism n` 1Ñ n` 2 such that k ÞÑ k`1 gives a well-defined morphism
cpxq Ñ x in i{u. It is easy to verify that this morphism is a coreflection of x in u´1piq.
(3) One checks directly that p1
i
ÝÑ I, idi : iÑ iq is a terminal object in u
´1piq.
To prove that our functor u : A Ñ I is a homotopical epimorphism, we will use the
following useful criterion:
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Lemma 3.11. [GSˇ17, Proposition 8.2] Let u : AÑ I be an essentially surjective functor
in Cat, let D be a derivator, and let E Ď DA be a full sub-prederivator of DA that satisfies
the following two conditions
(1) Impu˚ : DI Ñ DAq Ď EpĎ DAq;
(2) for any J P Cat and X P EpJq, the component of the counit εX : u
˚u˚X Ñ X is an
isomorphism.
Then, u˚ : DI Ñ DA is fully faithful and Impu˚q “ E. In particular, E is a derivator.
We are now ready to state and prove the main result of this section.
Proposition 3.12. Given a small category I, let A :“ p
Ñ
∆{Iqop and u : A Ñ I be the
category and functor defined above. Then u is a homotopical epimorphism. Furthermore,
given a derivator D, the essential image of u˚ : DI Ñ DA is a full sub-derivator E Ď DA
where, given J P Cat and X P DApJq, by definition X P EpJq if and only if, for any i P I,
ι˚i X is a constant diagram on Dpu
´1piqq (where ιi : u
´1piq Ñ A is the functor introduced
in (3.5)), that is, ι˚i X – pt
˚
u´1piqXa for any a P A such that upaq “ i.
Proof. Fix a derivator D and let us verify that the sub-prederivator E Ď DA defined
in the statement satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.11. Indeed, the first condition of
the lemma can be verified as follows: let J P Cat and X P DIpJq, let us prove that
u˚X P EpJqpĎ DApJqq. Indeed, choose i P I and a P u´1piq. Applying our derivator to
the pullback diagram in (3.5), we get the following commutative square
DpAq
ι˚i

DpIq
u˚oo
upaq˚

Dpu´1piqq Dp1q
pt˚
u´1piq
oo
showing that ι˚i pu
˚X q – pt˚
u´1piqupaq
˚X – pt˚
u´1piqpu
˚X qa, as desired.
As for the second condition, let again J P Cat, Y P EpJq, and let us study the
component of the counit
εY : u
˚u˚Y Ñ Y .
By (Der.2), isomorphisms in DpAq can be detected pointwise, so it is enough to show that
the canonical map
a˚εY : a
˚u˚u˚Y Ñ Ya
is an isomorphism for any a P A. Let a P A and i :“ upaq; by (Der.4), there is an
isomorphism
pa˚u˚u˚Y –qi
˚u˚Y
–
ÝÑ Holimi{upr
˚
i Y ,
where pri : i{uÑ A is the obvious projection. Hence it suffices to prove that the canonical
map Holimi{upr
˚
i Y Ñ Ya is an isomorphism (see also [GSˇ17, Lemma 8.7]).
Now let αi : u
´1piq Ñ i{u be the obvious inclusion; by Lemma 3.10, αi is a left ad-
joint and so, by the dual of [Gro13, Proposition 1.24], the following canonical map is an
isomorphism
Holimi{upr
˚
i Y
–
ÝÑ Holimu´1piqα
˚
i pr
˚
i Y “ Holimu´1piqι
˚
i Y – Holimu´1piqpt
˚
u´1piqYa
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where the last isomorphism holds since Y P EpJq by hypothesis. To conclude recall that,
by Lemma 3.10, there is a terminal object ti : 1 Ñ u
´1piq, that is, ti is right adjoint to
ptu´1piq. Hence, pt
˚
u´1piq – ptiq˚, showing that
Holimu´1piqpt
˚
u´1piqYa – Holimu´1piqptiq˚Ya – pptu´1piq ˝ tiq˚Ya – Ya.
3.4 Lifting in general
We finally have all the ingredients to complete the proof of the main result of this section:
Proof of Theorem 3.1. As in the previous section, let A :“
´Ñ
∆{I
¯op
and consider the
homotopical epimorphism u : A Ñ I. By Theorem 3.9, we know that the statements (1)
and (2) hold in DpAq and we should try to restrict them along the fully faithful functor
u˚ : DpIq Ñ DpAq.
(1) Let X , Y P DpIq and consider the following commutative diagram:
DpIqpX ,Y q
–

// Dp1qIpdiaIX ,diaIY q
p˚q

DpAqpu˚X , u˚Y q p˚˚q // Dp1qAppdiaIX q ˝ u, pdiaIY q ˝ uq
where the vertical map on the left is an iso since u˚ is fully faithful, p˚˚q is an iso by Theo-
rem 3.9 and the fact that A has countable length, and the fact that p˚q is an isomorphism
can be verified by hand (use Example 2.3).
(2) GivenX as in the statement, by Theorem 3.9 there is XA in DpAq such that diaApXAq –
X ˝ u. Now one should just prove that XA does belong to the essential image of u
˚, but
this is true since being constant on fibers is a property that just depends on the underlying
(incoherent) diagrams.
4 t-Structures on strong stable derivators
In this section we begin our study of t-structures on a strong stable derivator. Indeed, let
D : Catop Ñ CAT
be a strong stable derivator. A t-structure on D is, by definition, a t-structure on the
underlying triangulated category Dp1q. The main result of the section is a proof of Theo-
rem A, i.e. that one can equivalently define a t-structure on D as a “compatible system”
of t-structures on DpIq, with I varying in Cat (or, in other words, that one can uniquely
lift a t-structure from Dp1q to DpIq for any I).
All along this subsection let D : Catop Ñ CAT be a fixed strong stable derivator and
t “ pU ,ΣVq a t-structure on Dp1q. Furthermore, for any small category I, we let
UI :“ tX P DpIq : Xi P U , @i P Iu
VI :“ tX P DpIq : Xi P V, @i P Iu.
We will prove that tI :“ pUI ,ΣVIq is a t-structure in DpIq. To prove this fact we will rely
heavily on the results of Section 3; also, the scheme of the proof will be the same: we will
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verify our statement for categories of finite length, then for categories of countable length
and, finally, in full generality.
To start with, we recall key closure property of aisles regarding homotopy colimits.
Definition 4.1. A full subcategory C of Dp1q is said to be closed under taking homotopy
colimits (resp. directed homotopy colimits) with respect to D, when for any small category
(resp. directed set) I and any object X P DpIq, one has that HocolimIX P C whenever
Xip“ i
˚pX qq P C for all i P I. The closedness under (directed) homotopy limits is defined
dually.
Proposition 4.2. Let pU ,ΣVq be a t-structure in D. Then, the aisle U is closed under
taking homotopy colimits and the co-aisle V is closed under taking homotopy limits.
Proof. Using the terminology of [PS16b], it is clear that U is closed under coproducts and
it follows from [GPS14b, Thm. 6.1] or [SˇP16, Prop. 2.4] that it is closed under homotopy
pushouts. Then, by [PS16b, Theorem 7.13], we conclude that U is closed under homotopy
colimits. The argument for the co-aisle is formally dual.
Now we can prove the lifting property of t-structures for categories of finite length.
Lemma 4.3. In the above setting, tI “ pUI ,ΣVIq is a t-structure in DpIq, for any small
category of finite length I. Furthermore, there is an equivalence of categories HI – H
I
between the heart HI of tI and the category H
I of diagrams of shape I in the heart of t.
Proof. We proceed by induction on ℓpIq. If ℓpIq “ 1, then I is a disjoint union of copies
of 1 and, by (Der.1), there is nothing to prove. Let u : J Ñ I be the inclusion of the
non-minimal objects in I and, for any i P IzJ , let
pri : u{iÑ J
be the obvious projection from the comma category. By inductive hypothesis, tJ is a
t-structure in DpJq. Furthermore, just by definition, UI and VI have the desired closure
properties, while they are mutually orthogonal by Theorem 3.1. Given an object Y P DpIq,
we want to construct a truncation triangle
UY Ñ Y Ñ VY Ñ ΣUY
with UY P UI and VY P VI . We start considering the following triangle, constructed in
Lemma 3.5: à
IzJ
i!i
˚u!u
˚
Y Ñ
˜à
IzJ
i!Yi
¸
‘ u!u
˚
Y Ñ Y Ñ Σ
à
IzJ
i!i
˚u!u
˚
Y .
Consider the following truncation triangles in DpJq and Dp1q, respectively,
Uu˚Y Ñ u
˚
Y Ñ Vu˚Y Ñ ΣUu˚Y UYi Ñ Yi Ñ VYi Ñ ΣUYi
For any minimal object i P I, we consider the following commutative squares:
i!i
˚u!Uu˚Y
paq

εi // u!Uu˚Y

i!i
˚u!Uu˚Y
pbq

// i!UYi

i!i
˚u!u
˚Y
εi
// u!u
˚Y i!i
˚u!u
˚Y // i!i
˚Y
(4.1)
where these squares are constructed as follows:
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(a) the first square is the easiest: we start with ϕu˚Y : Uu˚Y Ñ u
˚Y , which is the map
given in the truncation triangle for u˚Y in DpJq, then the left column is i!i
˚u!pϕu˚Y q,
while the right column is u!pϕu˚Y q. The horizontal maps are the appropriate com-
ponents of the co-unit εi of the adjunction pi!, i
˚q. Hence, the square commutes by
naturality of εi;
(b) as for the second square, we construct first a commutative square
i˚u!Uu˚Y

// UYi

i˚u!u
˚Y // Yi
and then apply i!. To construct this square, we take the vertical map on the right
ϕi : UYi Ñ i
˚Y to be the map given in the truncation triangle for Yi in Dp1q, while
the horizontal map at the base of the square is i˚pεuqY , where εu is the co-unit of
the adjunction pu!, u
˚q. The vertical map on the left is i˚u!pϕu˚Y q, as in the first
square. Now notice that i˚u!Uu˚Y P U , in fact, i
˚u!Uu˚Y “ Hocolimu{ipr
˚
i Uu˚Y
and this belongs in U since an aisle is always closed under taking homotopy colimits
(Proposition 4.2). To conclude, notice that, since UYi Ñ Yi is the coreflection of Yi
in U , and i˚u!Uu˚Y P U , there is a unique morphism i
˚u!Uu˚Y Ñ UYi that completes
the above square to a commutative one.
Putting together the above squares, with i varying in IzJ , we get a commutative square
as follows: À
iPIzJ
i!i
˚u!Uu˚Y //

˜ À
iPIzJ
i!UYi
¸
‘ u!Uu˚Y
À
iPIzJ
i!i
˚u!u
˚Y //
˜ À
iPIzJ
i!Yi
¸
‘ u!u
˚Y
By the 3 ˆ 3 Lemma in triangulated categories we can complete the above square to a
commutative diagram where all the rows and columns are distinguished triangles
À
iPIzJ
i!i
˚u!Uu˚Y //

˜ À
iPIzJ
i!UYi
¸
‘ u!Uu˚Y

// U

`
//
À
iPIzJ
i!i
˚u!u
˚Y //

˜ À
iPIzJ
i!Yi
¸
‘ u!u
˚Y //

Y

`
//
V 1
`

// V 2
`

// V
`

`
//
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We will have concluded if we can prove that U P UI and V P VI , that is, k
˚U P U and
k˚V P V for any k P I. We start from the case when k P J , and apply k˚ to the above
3ˆ 3 diagram, obtaining the following commutative diagram in Dp1q, where all the rows
and columns are distinguished triangles:
0 //

0‘ k˚u!Uu˚Y

// Uk

`
//
0 //

0‘ Yk //

Yk

`
//
pV 1qk
`

// pV 2qk
`

// Vk
`

`
//
Using the fact that k˚ sends triangles to triangles and the very construction of square (a)
in (4.1), we observe that the middle second column is a truncation triangle of Yk with
respect to the t-structure pU ,ΣVq on Dp1q. Since also k˚V 1 “ 0 (see the first column),
we have Uk – k
˚u!Uu˚Y – UYk P U and Vk – V
2
k – VYk P V.
On the other hand, if k is a minimal object, applying k˚ to the above 3 ˆ 3 diagram
we get the following commutative diagram in Dp1q, where all the rows and columns are
distinguished triangles:
k˚u!Uu˚Y //

UYk ‘ k
˚u!Uu˚Y

// Uk

`
//
k˚u!u
˚Y //

Yk ‘ k
˚u!u
˚Y //

Yk

`
//
pV 1qk
`

// pV 2qk
`

// Vk
`

`
//
The maps k˚u!Uu˚Y Ñ k
˚u!Uu˚Y and k
˚u!u
˚Y Ñ k˚u!u
˚Y in the first two rows are
clearly isomorphisms by the construction of square (a) in (4.1). In particular, the first
two rows are split triangles and the the first arrow in the triangle Uk Ñ Yk Ñ Vk Ñ ΣUk
is the cokernel of the first maps in the first two columns. As an upshot, Uk Ñ Yk is the
coreflection of Yk in U by the construction of square (b) in (4.1), and Uk P U and Vk P V
as desired.
Lemma 4.4. In the same setting as above, tI “ pUI ,ΣVIq is a t-structure in DpIq, for any
small category of countable length I. Furthermore, there is an equivalence of categories
HI – H
I between the heart of tI and the category of diagrams of shape I in the heart of t.
Proof. Just by definition, UI and VI have the desired closure properties, while they are
mutually orthogonal by Theorem 3.1. Let X P DpIq. We want to find a triangle
U Ñ X Ñ V Ñ ΣU
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in DpIq, where U P UI and V P VI . By Lemma 4.3 we know that, for any n P Ną0, there
is a triangle
U
n ϕnÝÑ ι˚nX Ñ V
n Ñ ΣU n
with U n P UIďn and V
n P VIďn (here ιn : Iďn Ñ I are the functors introduced in Subsec-
tion 3.2). Applying pιnq! we obtain a triangle in DpIq:
pιnq!U
n pιnq!pϕnqÝÑ pιnq!ι
˚
nX Ñ pιnq!V
n Ñ Σpιnq!U
n.
Since pιnq! is an extension by 0, we have that pιnq!U
n P UI and pιnq!V
n P VI , so all the
triangles like the one above are truncation triangles for tI . Let us show now that we can
construct a commutative diagram as follows:
pι1q!U
1
pι1q!pϕ1q

dU
2,1
// pι2q!U
2
pι2q!pϕ2q

dU
3,2
// ¨ ¨ ¨ // pιnq!U
n
pιnq!pϕnq

dUn`1,n
// ¨ ¨ ¨
pι1q!ι
˚
1X
dX
2,1
// pι2q!ι
˚
2X
dX
3,2
// ¨ ¨ ¨ // pιnq!ι
˚
nX
dXn`1,n
// ¨ ¨ ¨
where k˚pdUn`1,nq and k
˚pdXn`1,nq are isomorphisms for all k P I such that dpkq ď n. The
bottom row can be constructed as in the proof of Proposition 3.9, where we also verified
that k˚pdXn`1,nq are isomorphisms when dpkq ď n, and we have already constructed all
the vertical maps. For any n P Ną0, since pιn`1q!pϕn`1q : pιn`1q!U
n`1 Ñ pιn`1q!ι
˚
n`1X
is the image via pιn`1q! of the coreflection of ι
˚
n`1X in UIďn`1 , and since pιnq!U
n P UI
belongs to pιn`1q!UIďn`1 , there is a unique map d
U
n`1,n : pιnq!U
n Ñ pιn`1q!U
n`1 such that
pιn`1q!pϕn`1qd
U
n`1,n “ d
X
n`1,npιnq!pϕnq. Moreover, since k
˚ preserves triangles, we have
that k˚pιnq!pϕnq “ k
˚pϕnq : U
n
k Ñ Xk is a U -coreflection of Xk when dpkq ď n. It follows
that k˚pdUn`1,nq is an isomorphism when dpkq ď n.
If we take cones of the vertical arrows in the above diagram, we get a diagram
pι1q!V
1
dV
2,1
// pι2q!V
2
dV
3,2
// ¨ ¨ ¨ // pιnq!V
3
dVn`1,n
// ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
where again k˚pdVn`1,nq is an isomorphism for all k P I such that dpkq ď n. Taking Milnor
colimits, we get a triangle
U Ñ X Ñ V Ñ ΣU
where U P UI since Uk – pU
dpkqqk P U and V P VI since Vk – pV
dpkqqk P V.
Now we can prove Theorem A as stated in the Introduction. That is, tI “ pUI ,ΣVIq
on DpIq for any small category I, and the heart HI of tI is equivalent to the category H
I
of diagrams of shape I in the heart of t.
Proof of Theorem A. As in the previous section, let A :“
´Ñ
∆{I
¯op
and consider the ho-
motopical epimorphism u : A Ñ I. By Lemma 4.4, we know that our statement holds in
DpAq and we should try to restrict it along the fully faithful functor u˚ : DpIq Ñ DpAq. It
is clear by Theorem 3.1 that DpIqpUI ,VIq “ 0, while it is clear by construction that UI
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and VI have the desired closure properties. Let now X P DpIq and consider the following
truncation triangle in DpAq with respect to the t-structure tA:
Uu˚X Ñ u
˚
X Ñ Vu˚X Ñ ΣUu˚X .
We will have concluded if we could prove that Uu˚X and Vu˚X belong to the essential
image of u˚. For that, we need to prove that Uu˚X and Vu˚X are constant on fibers.
Indeed, let i P I and consider the following diagram in Dpu´1piqq:
ι˚i Uu˚X
// ι˚i u
˚X //
–
ι˚i Vu˚X
// Σι˚i Uu˚X .
pt˚
u´1piqUXi
// pt˚
u´1piqXi
// pt˚
u´1piqVXi
// pt˚
u´1piqΣUXi
Both the first and the second line are truncation triangles for ι˚i u
˚X – pt˚
u´1piqXi in
Dpu´1piqq with respect to the t-structure tu´1piq. By the uniqueness of the truncations,
ι˚i Uu˚X – pt
˚
u´1piqUXi and ι
˚
i Vu˚X – pt
˚
u´1piqVXi , so Uu˚X and Vu˚X are constant on
fibers, as desired.
5 Finiteness conditions and directed colimits in the heart
In this section we will discuss finiteness conditions on a t-structure t “ pU ,ΣVq on D :“
Dp1q, where D is a strong stable derivator. The simplest condition which we can impose is
that V is closed under coproducts—this in fact makes sense in any triangulated category.
However, it will turn out later in Example 6.2 that this is not sufficient for the heart to
be (Ab.5) Abelian. A stronger condition which does imply exactness of directed colimits
in the heart is that V is closed under directed homotopy colimits. This will establish
Theorem B.
5.1 Compactness versus homotopical finite presentability
To start with, we prove the equivalence between two finiteness conditions on objects C in
D. Recall that C is compact if DpC,´q preserves coproducts. This is a classical condition
in the context of triangulated categories. On the other hand, directed homotopy colimits
can be used to define finitely presented objects in the context of stable derivators, as is
done with usual colimits in category theory.
Definition 5.1. Given a small category I, an object C P Dp:“ Dp1qq is said to be I-
homotopically finitely presented (with respect to D) when, given X P DpIq, the canonical
map
limÝÑ
I
DpC,Xiq Ñ DpC,HocolimIX q
is bijective. We say that C is homotopically finitely presented (in D) when it is I-
homotopically finitely presented, for any directed set I.
One implication in the aforementioned equivalence is rather straightforward.
Lemma 5.2. Any homotopically finitely presented object of D is compact.
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Proof. Let I be a set and consider the directed set ∆ “ ∆I consisting of the finite subsets
F Ď I, ordered by inclusion. There is an obvious inclusion u : I Ñ ∆, which takes i ÞÑ tiu.
Furthermore, the composition I
u
Ñ ∆
pt∆Ñ 1 is exactly ptI : I Ñ 1 and this induces a
natural isomorphism ppt∆q! ˝ u! “ pptIq! of functors DpIq Ñ D.
Since I is a discrete category, we can view it as a coproduct in Cat of |I|-many copies of
1, that is, I – 1pIq. By (Der.1), this implies that DpIq – DI . Hence, given X “ pXiqiPI
in DI we can identify pptIq!X with
š
iPI Xi.
Given F P ∆, consider the comma-category I{F with respect to the functor u : I Ñ ∆.
The objects of this category are pairs pi, f : tiu Ñ F q, with i P I and f a morphism in
∆. Since ∆pF,F 1q is either empty or it has just one element, we readily see that I{F is
equivalent to F , viewed as a discrete category. The projection pr: I{F Ñ I, pi, fq ÞÑ i, is
then identified with the inclusion F ãÑ I. Hence,
pr˚ : DpIq “ DI Ñ DpI{F q “ DpF q “ D
F
sends X “ pXiqiPI to XæF “ pXiqiPF . Applying axiom (Der.4) of derivators, we get that
the canonical map
HocolimFXæF “ HocolimI{F pr
˚
X Ñ pu!X qF
is an isomorphism, for each finite subset F Ă I. But the domain of this map is
š
iPF Xi.
It then follows that we have an isomorphismž
I
DpC,Xiq – limÝÑ
FP∆
DpC, pu!X qF q
– DpC,Hocolim∆pu!X qq
– DpC, pppt∆q! ˝ u!qpX qq
– DpC, pptIq!X q
– D
˜
C,
ž
I
Xi
¸
.
Remark 5.3. In order to explain the idea of the other equivalence to algebraically minded
readers, we shall first consider the case where DG is the standard derivator such that
DGp1q “ DpGq for a Grothendieck category G (Example 2.4).
In this case,DpGq is enriched overDpAbq (we haveRHomG : DpGq
opˆDpGq Ñ DpAbq),
and we have a similar enrichment of DG over DAb (where DAb is the standard derivator
enhancing DpAbq), in the sense of (the obvious modification of) [GPS14a, Definitions 3.21
and 8.5]. In particular, we have for any C P DGp1q a morphism of derivators
RHomGpC,´q : DG ÝÑ DAb.
If C is compact in DGp1q, so are all its suspensions, and hence the component of this
morphism of derivators
RHomGpC,´q : DGp1q “ DpGq ÝÑ DpAbq “ DAbp1q
preserves coproducts. Since isomorphisms can be tested pointwise on coherent diagrams
by axiom (Der.2), RHomGpC,´q : DGpIq ÝÑ DAbpIq preserves coproducts for all small
categories I.
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The core of the argument lies in [PS16b, Theorem 7.13(ii)]. Since RHomGpC,´q is
an exact morphism of strong stable derivators (see [Gro13, Definition 3.15 and Corollary
4.17]) and, as such, also preserves homotopy pushouts, it must preserve all homotopy
colimits by the theorem in [PS16b]. Since now Z is homotopically finitely presented in
DAbp1q (see e.g. [Sˇt’o14, Proposition 6.6]), we infer that
DGp1qpC,´q – DAbp1qpZ,RHomGpC,´qq (5.1)
sends directed homotopy colimits in DG to directed colimits of abelian groups.
A general strong stable derivator D may not have a closed action of DAb, but, by a
deep result from [CT11, Appendix A.3], it has an enrichment over the derivator of spectra.
More in detail, let Sp be a model category of spectra (e.g. the Bousfield-Friedlander stable
model category [BF78, Section 2], see Appendix A) and let DSp be the corresponding
strong stable derivator of spectra. Given any stable derivator, there is a closed action
b : DSp ˆ D Ñ D. This in particular means that for each C P Dp1q, we have (instead of
RHomGpC,´q above) the function spectrum morphism
F pC,´q : D ÝÑ DSp
which is adjoint to ´ b C : DSp Ñ D (this is an adjunction internal to the 2-category of
derivators). In particular, since the sphere spectrum S acts via Sb´ “ 1D, we have
Dp1qpC,´q – Dp1qpS bC,´q – DSpp1qpS, F pC,´qq. (5.2)
Now we can prove the equivalence between the notions of compact and homotopically
finitely presented objects in general.
Proposition 5.4. Let D be a strong stable derivator and C P Dp1q. Then the following
are equivalent:
(1 ) C is a compact object of Dp1q;
(2 ) the function spectrum morphism F pC,´q : DÑ DSp preserves homotopy colimits;
(3 ) C is homotopically finitely presented with respect to D.
Proof. The implication (3)ñ(1) was already proved in Lemma 5.2.
The implications (1)ñ(2)ñ(3), on the other hand, are obtained exactly as in Re-
mark 5.3, where we replace DAb by DSp, RHomGpC,´q by F pC,´q and the group Z by
the sphere spectrum S. Instead of (5.1) we use (5.2); the fact that S is homotopically
finitely presented in DSp can be found in Proposition A.6 and Remark A.7.
5.2 Homotopically smashing t-structures
Now we recall the finiteness conditions which we are going to study and the terminology
in use for them.
Definition 5.5. A t-structure t “ pU ,ΣVq in D is said to be:
• compactly generated when V is of the form V “ SKď0 , where S Ď Dp1q is a set of
compact objects;
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• homotopically smashing (with respect to D) when V is closed under taking homotopy
directed colimits.
• smashing when V is closed under taking coproducts.
The three notions relate as follows.
Proposition 5.6. Let t “ pU ,ΣVq be a t-structure in D and consider the following con-
ditions:
(1) t compactly generated;
(2) t homotopically smashing;
(3) t smashing.
Then, the implications (1)ñ(2)ñ(3) hold and none of them can be reversed in general.
Proof. The implication (1)ñ(2) is a direct consequence of the definition of homotopically
finitely presented object and of Proposition 5.4. As for the implication (2)ñ(3), let us
assume that τ is homotopically smashing and let X “ pXiqiPI be a family of objects of
UK. We have seen in the proof of Lemma 5.2 that, looking at I as a discrete category, we
can view X as an object of DpIq and then there is a canonical isomorphism
š
iPI Xi –
Hocolim∆u!X , with the same notation as in that proof. Then we just need to check that
pu!X qF P U
K, for all finite subsets F Ă I. But we have seen also in the mentioned proof
that pu!X qF –
š
iPF Xi, which is an object of U
K since co-aisles are always closed under
finite coproducts.
We refer to Examples 6.2 and 6.5 in the next section for explicit counterexamples
showing that the implications in the statement cannot be reversed in general.
5.3 Directed colimits in the heart
Here we prove Theorem B, as stated in the Introduction, i.e. that the heart of a homo-
topically smashing t-structure is an (Ab.5) Abelian category. We start with the following
consequence of Theorem A:
Lemma 5.7. Let D : Catop Ñ CAT be a strong, stable derivator and let t “ pU ,ΣVq be a
t-structure on Dp1q. Given any small category I and X P HI ,
colimI diaIX – τ
ΣVpHocolimIX q,
where the colimit on the left hand side is taken in the heart H “ U X ΣV.
Proof. By Theorem A, diaI induces an equivalence FI : HI Ñ H
I , and we fix a quasi-
inverse F´1I : H
I Ñ HI . Now, colimI is defined as the left adjoint to κI : H Ñ H
I so,
composing the two adjunctions pcolimI , κIq and pFI , F
´1
I q we obtain that colimI ˝ FI is
left adjoint to F´1I κI . Notice that F
´1
I κI – pt
˚
I æH.
On the other hand, τΣV æU is left adjoint to the inclusion H Ñ U and HocolimI is
the left adjoint to pt˚I : Dp1q Ñ DpIq. Composing the restrictions to the corresponding
subcategories of the two adjunctions, we see that τΣV ˝ HocolimIæHI is a left adjoint to
pt˚IæH : H Ñ HI . Thus, there is a natural isomorphism τ
ΣV ˝ HocolimIæHI – colimI ˝
diaIæHI .
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Corollary 5.8. If t “ pU ,ΣVq is a homotopically smashing t-structure, I is a directed set
and X P HI , then limÝÑI diaIX – HocolimIX .
We can now proceed with the proof of Theorem B:
Proof of Theorem B. In view of Proposition 5.6, it remains to prove the (Ab.5) condition
for the heart of a homotopically smashing t-structure t “ pU ,ΣV q. That is, given three
diagrams X, Y , and Z : I Ñ H for some directed category I, together with natural
transformations f : X Ñ Y and g : Y Ñ Z, such that
0Ñ Xi
fiÑ Yi
giÑ Zi Ñ 0
is a short exact sequence in H for any i P I, then
0Ñ limÝÑ
iPI
Xi Ñ limÝÑ
iPI
Yi Ñ limÝÑ
iPI
Zi Ñ 0
is short exact. By Theorem A, we can identify the short exact sequence 0 Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ
Z Ñ 0 in HI , with a short exact sequence in HI Ď DpIq. Remember that a sequence
in the heart of a t-structure is short exact if and only if it represents a triangle of the
ambient category whose three first terms happen to lie in the heart. Hence, there is a map
Z Ñ ΣX such that
X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ ΣX
is a triangle in DpIq. Taking homotopy colimits we get a triangle in Dp1q:
HocolimIX Ñ HocolimIY Ñ HocolimIZ Ñ ΣHocolimIX.
As t is homotopically smashing, HocolimIX, HocolimIY and HocolimIZ belong to H, so
the following sequence in H is short exact:
0Ñ HocolimIX Ñ HocolimIY Ñ HocolimIZ Ñ 0.
One concludes by Corollary 5.8 since diaIX – pXiqiPI , and similarly for Y and Z.
6 Tilted t-structures and examples
This section is devoted to providing examples of smashing t-structures which are not ho-
motopically smashing and of homotopically smashing t-structures which are not compactly
generated. This will finish the proof of Proposition 5.6. The strategy is to start with the
canonical t-structure of a suitable Grothendieck category and tilt it using a torsion pair
(Example 2.2), and to relate the properties of the resulting tilted t-structure to the prop-
erties of the torsion pair. Throughout the section, D will be a strong stable derivator and
D “ Dp1q.
6.1 Homotopically smashing tilts of t-structures
Our first result characterizes the situation when the Happel-Reiten-Samlø tilt tτ of a
homotopically smashing t-structure t is homotopically smashing again.
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Proposition 6.1. Let t “ pU ,ΣVq be a homotopically smashing t-structure on D, and let
tτ “ pUτ ,ΣVτ q be the tilt of this t-structure with respect to a torsion pair τ “ pT ,Fq in
the heart H :“ U X ΣV of t. Then tτ is a smashing t-structure. Moreover, the following
conditions are equivalent:
(1) tτ is homotopically smashing;
(2) F is closed under taking directed colimits in H.
Proof. Since the heart H of t is an (Ab.5) Abelian category by Theorem B, the canonical
map
š
I Xi Ñ
ś
I Xi is a monomorphism for any set I and any collection of objects
Xi P H. Indeed, the latter map is a directed colimit of the split inclusions
š
J Xi “ś
J Xi Ñ
ś
I Xi, where J runs over all finite subsets of I. In particular, F is closed
under coproducts both in H and D, and since V is closed under coproducts in D by
Proposition 5.6, so is Vτ . Thus, tτ is smashing.
(1)ñ(2) Let I be a directed set and let F “ pFiqiPI be a directed system in H, that is,
an object in HI . By Theorem A, HI – HI Ď DpIq, so we can identify F with an object
in HI and, as such, there is an isomorphism
HocolimIF – limÝÑ
iPI
Fi
where the limit on the right-hand side is taken in H (see Corollary 5.8). Now, if Fi P F
for any i P I, the fact that tτ is homotopically smashing tells us that HocolimIF P Vτ and
so, HocolimIF P Vτ XH “ F .
(2)ñ(1) Let I be a directed category and let Y P DpIq be such that Yi P Vτ for any i P I.
Consider the truncation triangle of Y with respect to the lifted t-structure tI in DpIq:
U Ñ Y Ñ V Ñ ΣU (6.1)
where Ui P U and Vi P V, for any i P I. For any i P I we get a triangle in Dp1q:
Σ´1Vi Ñ Ui Ñ Yi Ñ Vi
Since Σ´1Vi P Σ
´1V Ď ΣV and Yi P Vτ Ď ΣV, we get that Ui P UXΣV “ H. On the other
hand, Σ´1Vi P Σ
´1V Ď Σ´1Vτ Ď Vτ , and so Ui P Vτ . These two observations together
give us that Ui P H X Vτ “ F . Taking now the homotopy colimit of the triangle in (6.1),
we get the following triangle in Dp1q:
HocolimIU Ñ HocolimIY Ñ HocolimIV Ñ ΣHocolimIU
As we know that Ui P F Ď H for any i P I, we have HocolimIU – limÝÑiPI Ui and, by our
assumptions, this last directed colimit belongs to F . We can now conclude by noticing
that HocolimIY P F ˚ V “ Vτ .
Example 6.2. Let DG : Cat
op Ñ CAT be the canonical derivator enhancing the derived
category DpGq of a Grothendieck category G (Example 2.4), and let t “ pU ,ΣVq be the
canonical t-structure on DpGq. If τ “ pT ,Fq is not of finite type (i.e. limÝÑF ‰ F), then
the Happel-Reiten-Smalø tilt tτ of t with respect to τ is smashing but not homotopically
smashing.
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Explicitly we can take for G “ Ab and for T the class of all divisible abelian groups.
In this case the heart Hτ of tτ is not an (Ab.5) Abelian category. Indeed, given any prime
number p, we have in Hτ a chain of monomorphisms
ΣZp ãÑ ΣZp2 ãÑ ΣZp3 ãÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
whose directed colimit is τΣVτ pZp8q “ 0 by Lemma 5.7.
6.2 Compactly generated tilts of t-structures
Now we focus on what conditions a torsion pair must satisfy in order for the corresponding
tilted t-structure to be compactly generated. We start with a lemma which says that
compact objects in the heart are finitely presented (cp. [Sˇt’o14, Theorem 6.7]).
Lemma 6.3. Let t “ pU ,ΣVq be a homotopically smashing t-structure on D and let C P U .
If C is compact in D, then H0
t
pCq is finitely presented in H.
Proof. As C is homotopically finitely presented by Proposition 5.4, we have a canonical
isomorphism limÝÑI DpC,Xiq – DpC,HocolimIX q for any directed set I and X P DpIq. If
X is in the heart (taking into account Theorem A), we have HpH0
t
pCq,Xiq – DpC,Xiq for
each i P I and HpH0
t
pCq,HocolimIX q – DpC,HocolimIX q, so the canonical morphism
limÝÑI HpH
0
t
pCq,Xiq – HpH
0
t
pCq,HocolimIX q commutes as well. The conclusion follows
since HocolimIX – limÝÑI Xi by Corollary 5.8.
Now we are in a position to prove our criterion for a Happel-Reiten-Smalø tilt of a
t-structure to be compactly generated.
Proposition 6.4. Let t “ pU ,ΣVq be a homotopically smashing t-structure on D and
let tτ “ pUτ ,ΣVτ q be the tilt of t with respect to a torsion pair τ “ pT ,Fq in the heart
H “ U X ΣV. Consider the following conditions:
(1) tτ is compactly generated,
(2) there is a set S Ă T of finitely presented objects of H with F “
Ş
SPS KerpHpS,´qq.
Then (1) implies (2). If, moreover, t is a compactly generated t-structure and H has a set
X of generators which are compact in D, then (1)ô(2).
Proof. (1)ñ(2) Let Sˆ Ă Uτ pĂ Uq be a set of compact objects such that ΣSˆ Ď Sˆ and which
generates tτ . We put S :“ tH
0
t
pXq : X P Sˆu; this is a set of finitely presented objects in H
by Lemma 6.3. Since KerpHpH0
t
pXq,´qq “ H XKerpDpH0
t
pXq,´qq “ H XKerpDpX,´qq
for each X P Sˆ, we haveč
SPS
KerpHpS,´qq “ H X
č
XPSˆ
KerpDpX,´qq “ HX Vτ “ F .
(2)ñ(1) For the “converse” implication under the extra hypotheses, one only needs to
adapt the proof of [BP16, Theorem 2.3]. Since the objects in X are finitely presented in
H by Lemma 6.3, we have for each S P S an addpX q-presentation X´1S
dSÝÑ X0S Ñ S Ñ 0
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(see [Bre70, Satz 1.11] or [Sˇt’o13, Lemma A.3]). We then complete the map dS to a triangle
in D,
X´1S
dSÝÑ X0S ÝÑ XS ÝÑ ΣX
´1
S .
Clearly XS is a compact object of D and, by the proof of [BBD82, The´ore`me 1.3.6],
H0
t
pXq “ S. If Y is a set of compact generators of t, we shall prove that ΣY Y XS
generates tτ , where XS :“ tXS : S P Su. Bearing in mind that ΣY Y XS Ď Uτ , our task
reduces to prove that V 1 :“ pΣYqKď0 XX
Kď0
S “ pΣY YXSq
Kď0 Ď Vτ . Since pΣYq
Kď0 “ ΣV
and XS P U for all S P S, an object V P D is in V
1 if, and only if, V P ΣV and DpXS , V q “
0, for all S P S. However, as we have an isomorphism DpXS , V q – DpH
0
t
pXSq, V q –
HpH0
t
pXSq,H
0
t
pV qq “ HpS,H0
t
pV qq for each V P ΣV, it follows that V P V 1 if and only if
V P ΣV and H0
t
pV q P F or, equivalently, V P Vτ .
Example 6.5. Let DR : Cat
op Ñ CAT be the canonical derivator enhancing the derived
category DpMod-Rq for a ring R (Example 2.4), and let t “ pU ,ΣVq be the canonical t-
structure on DpMod-Rq. Suppose that R admits a non-trivial two-sided idempotent ideal
I contained in its Jacobson radical JpRq (see [Kel94b] for an explicit example and note
that such I must be infinitely generated from either side and, consequently, R must be
non-Noetherian by the Nakayama Lemma). Consider the torsion pair τ “ pTI ,FIq, where
TI :“ tT P Mod-R : TI “ T u and FI :“ tF P Mod-R : FI “ 0u.
Then the tilted t-structure tτ in DpMod-Rq is homotopically smashing but not compactly
generated. Indeed, the torsion-free class FI is closed under directed colimits in Mod-R, so
tτ is homotopically smashing by Proposition 6.1. On the other hand, due to the Nakayama
Lemma, TI does not contain any non-zero finitely generated module. Then tτ cannot be
compactly generated as a t-structure because of Proposition 6.4.
Remark 6.6. Example 6.5 gives a negative answer to [BP16, Question 3.2].
7 On the existence of a set of generators
We conclude with the discussion of when the heart of a t-structure on D “ Dp1q actually is
a Grothendieck Abelian category. Unlike the exactness of directed colimits, the existence
of a generator is, to a large extent, a purely technical condition which is usually satisfied
in examples ‘from the nature’. In the world of 8-categories, a condition for the heart of
a t-structure to be Grothendieck Abelian was given by Lurie in [Lur06, Remark 1.3.5.23].
We give a similar (and short) discussion also in our setting, restricting to derivators of
the form D “ DpC,Wq, where pC,W,B,Fq is a combinatorial stable model category (see
Example 2.4). These derivators are called “derivators of small presentation” and they can
be characterized internally to the 2-category of derivators, see [Ren06].
Recall that a model category pC,W,B,Fq is combinatorial if
• C is a locally presentable category (see [GU71,AR94]);
• the model structure pW,B,Fq is cofibrantly generated.
These model categories were introduced by J. Smith. Let us recall here the following
general properties whose proof essentially follows by [Dug01, Prop. 2.3 and 7.3] or [Bar10,
Prop. 2.5]:
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Lemma 7.1. Let pC,W,B,Fq be a combinatorial model category and S Ď C a small set
of objects. Then there exists an infinite regular cardinal λ such that
(1) the functors CpS,´q commute with λ-directed colimits for all S P S;
(2) there exist cofibrant and fibrant replacement functors which preserves λ-directed col-
imits;
(3) λ-directed colimits of weak equivalences are again weak equivalences;
(4) given a λ-directed set I and a diagram X P CI , there is an isomorphism in HopCq
L limÝÑ
I
X – F plimÝÑ
I
Xq,
where F : C Ñ HopCq is the canonical functor.
Proof. (1) follows by the fact that C is locally presentable, while (2) and (3) are Proposition
2.3 (i,ii) of [Dug01].
(4) Given a λ-directed set I, since limÝÑI induces a functorWI ÑW, the universal property
of FI : C
I Ñ HopCIq “ CI rW´1I s yields a unique functor completing the following solid
diagram to a commutative square:
CI
limÝÑI

FI // HopCIq

C
F
// HopCq
Of course, such a functor automatically satisfies the universal property for being the total
left derived functor of limÝÑI , hence we deduce the isomorphism in the statement.
As remarked in Example 2.4, for derivators arising from model categories, the functor
HocolimI : HopC
Iq Ñ HopCq is the total left derived functor of limÝÑI : C
I Ñ C. Using this
identification, one easily deduces the following corollary:
Corollary 7.2. Let pC,W,B,Fq be a combinatorial model category, D “ DpC,Wq the in-
duced strong derivator as in Example 2.4 and λ an infinite regular cardinal satisfying (4)
in Lemma 7.1. Given a λ-directed set I and a diagram X P CI , there is an isomorphism
in HopCq
HocolimIX – F plimÝÑ
I
Xq,
where F : C Ñ HopCq is the canonical functor.
We can prove the existence of a generator for a large class of t-structures which includes
all homotopically smashing ones (they constitute a special case for λ “ ℵ0).
Definition 7.3. Let pC,W,B,Fq be a stable combinatorial model category, D “ HopCq
and let t “ pU ,ΣVq be a t-structure on D. Given an infinite regular cardinal λ, we say
that t is λ-accessibly embedded in D if V is closed under homotopy λ-directed colimits in
DpC,Wq.
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Proposition 7.4. Let pC,W,B,Fq be a stable combinatorial model category, λ an infinite
regular cardinal satisfying (3) and (4) in Lemma 7.1, and t “ pU ,ΣVq a λ-accessibly
embedded t-structure with heart H “ UXΣV in D “ HopCq. Then the following composition
functor preserves λ-directed colimits:
C
F
ÝÑ HopCq
H0
ÝÑ H.
Proof. Given a λ-directed set I, consider the following diagram:
CI
FI //
limÝÑI

HopCIq
H0
I //
HocolimI

HI
HocolimI

C
F
// HopCq
H0
// H
By Theorem A, HI – H
I and, identifying these two categories, HocolimIæHI is conjugated
to limÝÑI : H
I Ñ H (see the proof of Corollary 5.8). This observation tells us that it is enough
to show that the external square in the above diagram commutes. We verify instead that
the smaller squares do commute. In fact, the commutativity of the square on the left-hand-
side is given by Corollary 7.2, while the commutativity of the square on the right-hand-side
follows from the fact that both U (by Proposition 4.2) and V (by assumption) are closed
under λ-directed homotopy colimits.
Before we prove, as a main result of the section, Theorem C from the introduction, we
give a discussion of its assumptions.
Remark 7.5. A triangulated category is called algebraic if it is the stable category of a
Frobenius exact category [Kra07, Section 7.5]. Compactly generated algebraic triangulated
categories are then triangle equivalent to the derived categories of small dg categories, and
such derived categories are the homotopy categories of combinatorial model categories of
dg modules. We refer to [SˇP16, Sections 2.2 and 2.3] for a more detailed discussion.
More generally, one can consider algebraic triangulated categories which are well gen-
erated in the sense of [Nee01]. These are, by [Por10, Thm. 7.2], simply localizations of
compactly generated algebraic triangulated categories D with respect to localizing sub-
categories L generated by a small set S of objects. Such a localization is also the homotopy
category of a combinatorial model category. As an upshot, each well generated algebraic
triangulated category is the homotopy category of a combinatorial model category.
An analogous result for well generated topological triangulated categories (i.e. the ho-
motopy categories of spectral model categories) can be found in [Hei07, Thm. 4.7 and
5.11].
Lemma 7.6. Let pC,W,B,Fq be a stable combinatorial model category and t “ pU ,ΣVq
a t-structure on HopCq generated by a small set S of objects of C. Then there exists an
infinite regular cardinal λ such that t is λ-accessibly embedded.
Proof. Up to replacing S by another set of the same cardinality, we can assume that any
object in S is cofibrant. Let now λ be an infinite regular cardinal with the properties
(1–4) described in Lemma 7.1, and fix a fibrant replacement functor R that commutes
with λ-directed colimits. We have to prove that V “ SK is closed under taking λ-directed
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homotopy colimits. Indeed, let I be a λ-directed set and X P CI such that Xi P V for all
i P I. For any C P S and i P I, there is a commutative diagram as follows:
CpC,RXiq
p˚q

// CpC, colimIRXiq
p˚˚q

0 “ HopCqpC,RXiq // HopCqpC,HocolimIRXiq
where p˚q is surjective since C is cofibrant and RXi is fibrant, while p˚˚q is surjective since
HocolimIRXi – colimIRXi – RpcolimIXiq by Lemma 7.1 and the fact that R commutes
with λ-directed colimits. Using the universal property of colimI in Ab, we obtain the
following commutative diagram:
colimICpC,RXiq

– // CpC, colimIRXiq

0 “ colimIHopCqpC,RXiq // HopCqpC,HocolimIRXiq
where the top horizontal arrow is an isomorphism by Lemma 7.1. This shows that
HopCqpC,HocolimIRXiq “ 0 for all C P S, and so HocolimIXi – HocolimIRXi P S
K “
V.
Proof of Theorem C. We remind the reader that we need to prove the following. If
pC,W,B,Fq is a stable combinatorial model category and t “ pU ,ΣVq is a λ-accessibly
embedded t-structure on D “ HopCq, then the heart H “ U X ΣV has a generator.
Since the category C is locally presentable, there exists a set Q of objects of C such
that every object C P C is a λ-directed colimit C “ limÝÑIC
pQiq of a λ-direct system pQiqiPIC
in Q. Consider the following set of objects in H:
Q :“ tH0pQq : Q P Qu.
Now notice that
H0pF pCqq – H0pF plimÝÑ
IC
Qiqq
p˚q
– limÝÑ
IC
H0pF pQiqq
where p˚q follows by Proposition 7.4. Since any object in H is of the form H0pF pCqq for
some C P C, we have just verified that Q is a set of generators for H.
Proof of Corollary D. If the t-structure in the above proof is compactly generated, then
it is homotopically smashing by Proposition 5.6. Since the heart is (Ab.5) by Theorem B
and has a generator by Theorem C, it is a Grothendieck category.
Remark 7.7. Corollary D is a straightforward consequence of Theorems B and C. On the
other hand, under its hypotheses, one even has that H “ limÝÑH
0
t
pT q, where T :“ thickpSq
is the smallest subcategory containing S which is triangulated and closed under direct
summands and where S is a set of compact generators for t.
Indeed, one can see H as the heart of the compactly generated t-structure pU ,ΣVXLq
on the compactly generated triangulated category L :“ LocpSq, the smallest subcategory
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containing S which is triangulated and closed under small coproducts. Then, using [Bon17,
Thm. 5.4.2, part 1], H0
t
pT q is a generating set for H and, in fact, the functor H0
t
: LÑ Ab
is induced, in the sense of [Bon17, Prop. 5.1.3(11)], by its restriction to T . Moreover,
by [Kra00, Lemma 2.7], for any M P L there is a natural isomorphism Lp´,MqæT –
limÝÑT p´,Xiq, for some directed system tXiuI in T , and by [Bon17, Prop. 5.1.3(8)], this
induces an isomorphism H0
t
pMq – limÝÑH
0
t
pXiq for the same directed system tXiuI . The
claim follows by applying this to all M P H.
A Directed homotopy colimits of spectra
The main point of this appendix is to establish the fact that the stable homotopy groups of
spectra (in the sense of topology) commute with (homotopy) directed colimits. This can
be viewed as a topological analogue of the fact that the cohomology groups of complexes
of abelian groups commute with directed colimits. Although this result seems to be well-
known to experts in homotopy theory (see e.g. [Ada71, Theorem 1.7] or [Swi75, Remark
1, p. 331]), we are lacking an adequate reference.
Model structures on categories of diagrams.When discussing homotopy colimits in detail,
we are confronted with the following question: Given a model category C with the class
of weak equivalences W and a small category I, is there a suitable model structure on the
diagram category CI with pointwise weak equivalences? Although the existence of such
model structures is not clear in full generality and for many purposes one can work around
this problem with other techniques (cf. [Cis03]), they nevertheless exist in many situation
and make the discussion easier there. Most notably, one usually considers two ‘extremal’
model structures provided that they exist:
Definition A.1. Given a model category pC,W,B,Fq and a small category I, then a
model structure on CI is called
(1) the projective model structure if the weak equivalences and fibrations are defined point-
wise (i.e. a morphism of diagrams f : X Ñ Y is a weak equivalence or fibration if
fi : Xi Ñ Yi is a weak equivalence or fibration, respectively, in C for each i P I),
(2) the injective model structure if the weak equivalences and cofibrations are defined
pointwise.
Note that both the projective and the injective model structures are unique provided
that they exist. It is also a standard fact that the class of injective fibrations is included in
the class of projective fibrations and dually for cofibrations. To see this, note that for each
i P I, the evaluation functor p´qæi : C
I Ñ C, X ÞÑ Xpiq has a left adjoint ´ b i : C Ñ CI
given by pX b iqpkq –
š
Ipi,kqX, for all k P I. One readily checks that ´ b i preserves
cofibrations and trivial cofibrations if CI is equipped with the injective model structure.
Thus, p´bi, p´qæiq is a Quillen adjunction and p´qæi sends injective fibrations to fibrations
in C for each i P I. Another fact which we will need is the following observation regarding
the structure of fibrant and cofibrant objects.
Lemma A.2. Let pC,W,B,Fq be a model category and pI,ďq be a partially ordered set
(viewed as a small category). If a projective model structure exist, X P CI is a projectively
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cofibrant object and i ď j are elements of I, then Xpiq Ñ Xpjq is a cofibration in C.
Dually, if an injective model structure exist and X is an injectively fibrant object, then
Xpiq Ñ Xpjq is a fibration in C.
Proof. We will only prove the part regarding the injective model structure, the other part
is dual. In view of [Hov99, Lemma 1.1.10], we need to prove that given any commutative
square
U
c

u // Xpiq

V
v
//
h
==
Xpjq
(A.1)
in C where c : U Ñ V is a trivial cofibration, the dotted arrow can be filled in so that both
the triangles commute.
To construct h, we start with the fact that X is injectively fibrant, i.e. CpV 1,Xq Ñ
CpU 1,Xq is surjective for any pointwise trivial cofibration f 1 : U 1 Ñ V 1 in CI . We apply
this property to a specially crafted f 1, based on the morphism f above. We let V 1 “ V b i,
i.e. V 1pkq “ V if k ě i and is the initial object 0 P C otherwise. In U 1, we let
U 1pkq “
$’&’%
V 1 if k ě j,
U 1 if k ě i and k ­ě j,
0 otherwise.
The morphisms U 1pkq Ñ U 1pℓq are copies of c if i ď k ă j ď ℓ and the identity mor-
phisms or the morphisms from the initial object otherwise. There is an obvious morphism
c1 : U 1 Ñ V 1 whose components the identity morphisms and copies of c. Furthermore, the
commutative square (A.1) allows us to define a morphism u1 : U 1 Ñ X such that u1pkq “ v
if k ě j, u1pkq “ u if k ě i and k ­ě j, and 10 otherwise.
As mentioned above, our assumption dictates that u1 : U 1 Ñ X factors through c1 : U 1 Ñ
V 1 via a map h1 : V 1 Ñ X. The restriction of the morphism c1 and h1 to the components
i, j P I yields the following commutative diagram in C,
U
c

c // V
1V

h1piq
// Xpiq

V
1V
// V
h1pjq
// Xpjq,
where the compositions in the rows are u and v respectively. It follows that v “ h1pjq and
h “ h1piq fits into (A.1).
As already mentioned, the main motivation for considering the projective model struc-
ture is that if it exists, the constant diagram functor κI : C Ñ C
I clearly preserves fibrations
and trivial fibrations, so that pcolimI , κq is a Quillen adjunction. In other words, the the
total left derived functor LcolimI : HopC
Iq Ñ HopCq exists and can be computed using
projectively cofibrant resolutions of diagrams. We will denote LcolimI by HocolimI and
call it the homotopy colimit functor. Of course, formally dual statement hold for limits
and the injective model structure.
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Finally, we touch the problem of the existence of projective an injective model struc-
ture. To this end, recall that a model category pC,W,B,Fq is combinatorial if C is locally
presentable as an abstract category and the model structure pW,B,Fq is cofibrantly gen-
erated (in the sense of [Hov99, Definition 2.1.17]). The model categories in Example 2.1
are combinatorial. Then we have the following result at our disposal.
Proposition A.3. [Lur09, Proposition A.2.8.2] Let pC,W,B,Fq be a combinatorial model
category and I a small category. Then the diagram category CI admits both the projective
and injective model structures.
Model categories of simplicial sets and spectra. Let ∆ be the category with all finite or-
dinals 1,2,3, . . . , where n “ t0 Ñ 1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ pn ´ 1qu, as objects and order-preserving
maps as morphisms. Here we keep our convention for ordinals from set-theory rather
than from topology (there one often denotes by rns the ordinal n` 1 as it indexes the
n-dimensional simplices). The category sSet of simplicial sets is defined as the category of
functors ∆op Ñ Set. As customary, we denote by ∆rns “ ∆p´, pn` 1qq the representable
functors in sSet.
A simplicial set can be viewed as a combinatorial model for a topological space, which
is made precise in terms of the geometric realization functor |´| : sSetÑ Top, X P sSet ÞÑ
|X| P Top. This is a left adjoint functor which preserves finite limits, see [Hov99, Section
3.1] for details. The topological spaces of the form |X| have very nice properties as they
naturally have a structure of CW-complexes [Swi75, Definition 5.3]. In fact, if X Ď Y is
an inclusion of simplicial sets, then |X| is naturally a CW-subcomplex of |Y | in the sense
of [Swi75, Definition 5.8]. This follows e.g. directly from the proof of [Hov99, Proposition
3.2.2].
Given X P sSet, x P Xp1q and n ě 0, one defines πnpX,xq as the n-th homotopy
group of |X| with the base point corresponding to x (in fact, π0pX,xq is just the set of
all path components of X, but πnpX,xq is a group for n ě 1 and an abelian group for
n ě 2). It is also possible to define πnpX,xq combinatorially directly on the simplicial set
X, see [Hov99, Section 3.4]. The category sSet comes equipped with a standard model
structure such that cofibrations are inclusions of simplicial sets, fibrations are so-called
Kan fibrations, and f : X Ñ Y is a weak equivalence if πnpfq : πnpX,xq Ñ πnpY, fpxqq is
a bijection for all n ě 0 and all base points x P Xp1q (or equivalently, by [Swi75, Theorem
6.32], if |f | is a homotopy equivalence of topological spaces).
Since homotopy groups need a choice of a base point, it will be helpful to work with the
category sSet˚ of pointed simplicial sets, which is simply the slice category ∆r0s{sSet. In
pedestrian terms, its objects are pairs pX,xq, where X P sSet and x P Sp1q, and the mor-
phisms are base point-preserving morphisms of simplicial sets. This category also carries
a model structure where a morphism f : pX,xq Ñ pY, yq is a weak equivalence, cofibration
or fibration if the underlying map X Ñ Y is such in sSet (see [Hov99, Proposition 1.1.8]).
If I is a directed set and pXi, xiqiPI P sSet
I
˚, then there is a canonical homomorphism
limÝÑI πnpXi, xiq Ñ πnpHocolimIpXi, xiqq for each n ě 0. More explicitly, we first replace
pXi, xiqiPI by a pointwise weakly equivalent projectively cofibrant diagram pX
1
i, x
1
iq, then
apply πn to the adjunction unit η : pX
1
i , x
1
iq Ñ κplimÝÑIpX
1
i, x
1
iqq “ κpHocolimIpXi, xiqq, and
finally take the colimit map of the resulting cocone of sets or groups.
Lemma A.4. In the setting above, the map limÝÑI πnpXi, xiq Ñ πnpHocolimIpXi, xiqq is a
bijection.
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Proof. The morphisms Xi Ñ Xj in the projectively cofibrant diagram pX
1
i, x
1
iq P sSet˚
are inclusions by Lemma A.2, so we can assume that X 1i are simplicial subsets of limÝÑI X
1
i
and that limÝÑI X
1
i is the directed union of the X
1
i. Since any compact subset C Ď |limÝÑI X
1
i|
is contained in |Xi| for some i P I by [Swi75, Proposition 5.7], the conclusion follows
from [Swi75, Proposition 7.52].
Since our main object of interest are stable Grothendieck derivators and any stable
derivator is enriched over spectra by [CT11, Appendix A.3], our main goal is the analogue
of Lemma A.4 for spectra. To this end, we will quickly recall the model category of spectra
from [BF78].
First note that the category sSet carries a Cartesian (closed) symmetric monoidal
structure psSet,ˆ,∆r0sq. Now the forgetful functor sSet˚ Ñ sSet has a left adjoint which
sends X P sSet to the disjoint union X` :“ X Y ∆r0s, and this adjunction allows to
define a unique monoidal structure psSet,^,∆r0s`q such that ^ preserves colimits in each
component andX ÞÑ X` is a monoidal functor. The functor ^ is called the smash product.
The key object for the definition of a spectrum is a combinatorial model for the topo-
logical circle. We can define S1 P sSet as the coequalizer of ∆r0s Ñ ∆r1s, where the two
maps come from the two morphisms 1 Ñ 2 is ∆. As this construction gives a canonical
map ∆r0s Ñ S1, so that we can view S1 as an object of sSet˚.
Definition A.5. A spectrum is a sequence X “ pXn, σnq indexed by the natural numbers
such that Xn P sSet˚ and σ
n : S1 ^ Xn Ñ Xn`1 is a map of pointed simplicial sets for
each n P N. Maps of spectra f : pXn, σnq Ñ pY n, σ1nq are defined in the obvious way as
collections of maps fn : Xn Ñ Y n such that fn`1σn “ σ1npS1^fnq for all n. The category
of spectra will be denoted by Sp.
For a spectrum X “ pXn, σnq and i P Z, we can define the i-th stable homotopy group
πsmpXq “ limÝÑ
n"0
πm`npX
nq
(see [Swi75, 8.21] for details). In fact, πsm is a functor Sp Ñ Ab and one can define the
class W of weak equivalences on Sp as those morphisms f : X Ñ Y for which πsmpfq is an
isomorphism for all m P Z.
The class W is a part of the Bousfield-Friedlander model structure pSp,W,B,Fq,
[BF78, Section 2]. A morphism f : X Ñ Y is a cofibration in this model structure if
f0 : X0 Ñ Y 0 and the pushout morphisms
Xn`1 >S1^Xn pS
1 ^ Y nq ÝÑ Y n`1
are cofibrations (i.e. inclusions) in sSet˚ for all n ě 0. It follows by induction on n (e.g.
using [Hov99, Corollary 1.1.11]) that all fn : Xn Ñ Y n are cofibrations in sSet˚. Fibrant
spectra X are those for which each Xn is fibrant in sSet˚ (i.e. X
n is a Kan complex) and
the maps of topological spaces |Xn| Ñ |Xn`1||S
1| adjoint to |σn| : |S1| ^ |Xn| Ñ |Xn`1|
are weak homotopy equivalences (i.e. induce bijections for all πnp´, xq with x P |X
n|
and n ě 0). This model structure is known to be combinatorial (either combine [Bar10,
Theorem 4.7] with [Hov01, Section 3], or apply [Jar15, Theorem 10.5]). Now we can prove
the desired result (cp. [Swi75, Lemma 8.34]).
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Proposition A.6. Let I be a directed set and X P SpI . Then the canonical map
limÝÑI π
s
mpXpiqq Ñ π
s
mpHocolimIXq is an isomorphism for each m P Z.
Proof. The projective model structure on SpI exists by Proposition A.3. If X 1 is a pro-
jectively cofibrant replacement of X, the maps X 1piqn Ñ X 1pjqn of pointed simplicial sets
are by Lemma A.2 inclusions for each i ď j in I and each n ě 0. Using Lemma A.4, we
have
πsmplimÝÑ
I
X 1q “ limÝÑ
n"0
πm`nplimÝÑ
I
X 1piqnq – limÝÑ
I
limÝÑ
n"0
πm`npX
1piqnq “ limÝÑ
I
πsmpX
1piqq.
We conclude by combining this with HocolimIX – limÝÑI X
1.
Remark A.7. The category Sp is a stable model category, so DSp is a strong, stable
derivator and HopSpq “ DSpp1q is a triangulated category. There is a privileged object on
HopSpq which plays the role of Z in DpZq—the sphere spectrum S “ pSn, idSn`1q, where
for each n ě 0 we define
S
n :“ S1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ S1loooooomoooooon
ntimes
(we formally put S0 “ ∆r0s`, the monoidal unit for the smash product). Since there is
a natural equivalence HopSpqpS,´q – πs0 of functors HopSpq Ñ Ab, Proposition A.6 says
none other than that S is homotopy finitely presented in DSp.
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